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Environment Pollution (Prevention & Control) Authority for the
National Capital Region
Report No. 76
November 10, 2017
Report on implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan
(GRAP) and learning from first smog emergency of 2017
Background
In November 2016, Delhi had its worst smog emergency in 17 years. PM2.5
reached 14 times the standard on November 5, 2016 – a situation, which was
both alarming and dangerous for human health. EPCA had filed an urgent
report to the Hon’ble Supreme Court on the need for short-term emergency
action and strict enforcement of Hon’ble Supreme Court directions for
effective control of toxic and dangerous air pollution.
On November 10, 2016, the Hon’ble Court directed the Central Pollution
Control Board and EPCA to frame smog alert system. The system was
presented to the Hon’ble Court, based on the best experiences of such
schemes in the world. On December 2, 2016 the Hon’ble Court asked the
Ministry of Environment and Forests and Climate Change (MoEF&CC) to notify
the plan. On January 12, 2017 the Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP) for
NCR was notified.
Under GRAP, there are 4 stages of pollution – Moderate to Poor, Very Poor,
Severe and Severe+ or Emergency and action are listed that need to be
undertaken as the levels are breached. GRAP is designed as a response plan to
rising pollution and not a substitute for long-term actions.
Under the notification and directions for the Hon’ble Supreme Court the
following system has been set up to implement GRAP:
1. Expansion of the air pollution monitoring network so that NCR is covered
and there is information about the level of pollution and the impact on
human health.
2. The Air Quality Index (AQI) has been established with links to the health
advisory. The Index automatically takes the readings of the connected
stations and puts out a daily index on the state of pollution. By October
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2017 25 stations had been linked (https://app.cpcbccr.com/AQI/) and it
is expected that by the end of December another 20 stations will be
added in Delhi and UP and by end of January another 8 stations from
Haryana.
3. A task force, headed by CPCB has been set up to meet regularly (daily
during the high pollution period) to assess the pollution levels and to
deliberate with the officials of the Indian Metrological Department (IMD)
on forecasts. This task force, in turn informs, EPCA on recommendations
for action.
4. It has been agreed that between March to October, when pollution
levels are low, the measures listed under the Moderate to Poor category
would be in effect.
5. In this period, EPCA held a number of meetings in Delhi and in cities of
NCR to apprise officials of GRAP and to ensure that they understand the
need for preparedness as pollution rises (see attached minutes January
20 to November 7, 2017).
2. Status of implementation of GRAP: October 2017 to current
1. On October 17, 2017 EPCA decided to impose the “Very Poor and
Severe” Category AQI in NCR. The levels of pollution were in the poor
and very poor category, but this was done as a precautionary step in
view of impending winter and inversion.
2. The decisions were taken and directives issued:
a. Closure of Badarpur Power Plant from October 17 to March 15;
b. Closure of Brick kilns that had not converted to cleaner zig zag
technology;
c. Ban on the use of generator sets (in Delhi). The decision to ban
generator sets in NCR could not be taken in view of the enormous
electricity shortage.
d. Directions to start preparedness for actions on other measures like
closure of hot mix plants, stone crushers, thermal power plants,
parking fee enhancement, intensification of public transport etc.
3. Between October 17 and November 7, 2017, CPCB task force and EPCA
convened regularly to assess the situation. There were huge
representations for granting exemptions on use of diesel generator sets,
including from BCCI, which were turned down. The only exemption
granted was for the event organised by the Ministry of Food Processing
because no alternative power could be provided. EPCA convened
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meetings with power departments to issue guidelines to grant
temporary connections so that generator set use can be stopped (see
minutes of meeting held on October 31, 2017).
4. On the morning of November 7, 2017, CPCB task force informed EPCA
that pollution levels had dipped alarmingly overnight and that the NCR
and city were in the severe category.
5. In the same day (November 7, 2017) the concentration of PM 2.5 in
Delhi was 537 µ/m3 which is 9 times the 24-hour average standard. In
the AQI the level was severe. EPCA convened a meeting with all
stakeholders and decided to issue the following directives to state
governments of Delhi, Haryana, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh (see
attached letters):
a. Closure of all brick kiln, other than those that have been certified to
have converted to zig zag. As of date, not a single brick kiln has been
verified. All brick kilns in NCR will be shut.
b. Closure of all hot mix plants
c. Closure of all stone crushers
d. Immediately intensify public transport service, by ensuring there are
more buses on road, which are run with reliable service.
e. Immediately increase frequency of service, including deploying more
coaches and introduction of lower fares during off peak hours during this
severe period
f. All state pollution boards to immediately impose fines on all road
constructing agencies where there are inadequate dust control
measures. Taking the provision of C&D rules, which allow for penalty up
to Rs 5 lakh for construction dust mismanagement, EPCA is directing for
a fine of Rs 50,000 for penalty per day per stretch for road dust.
g. Intensification of mechanized road sweeper and sprinkling of water
h. Continue ban on generator sets in Delhi, with exceptions only as defined
by DPCC for essential services
i. Immediate enhancement of parking fee by 4 times and deposit of
additional funds in dedicated parking fund with municipalities
j. Immediate stop all use of unapproved fuels in Delhi and all use of coal
and firewood in hotels and eateries
k. Intensify traffic management in all hot spots and increase deployment of
traffic police across the city.
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l. Intensity the enforcement of non-destined goods traffic into Delhi by
physically checking all vehicles and turning them back and putting out
public announcement of the numbers turned back.
6. EPCA also informed the state governments that it was monitoring the
situation carefully in coordination with the CPCB task force and would
inform them of any further measures that would need to be taken. It
took the view (as communicated to governments) that it would not
direct for closure of schools. Instead it directed governments to inform
schools to maintain a strict health advisory and to limit all exposure of
children to outdoor activities.
7. On November 8, the level of pollution spiked further to 676 µ/m3, which
is 11 times the standard. EPCA directed Delhi governments to:
a. Stop entry of truck traffic into Delhi (except essential commodities)
b. Stop construction activities
It also directed Haryana, UP, Rajasthan to stop construction activities till
further notice in the NCR districts.
1. On November 9, the CPCB-task force informed EPCA that weather
conditions were expected to improve over the weekend (November 1112) and so there was no need to advice on further action. EPCA took the
view that the administrations already have a major challenge to
implement the above directions, which would bring substantial benefits
and therefore, given this information, no further directions would be
issued. The situation remained the same at the time of filing this report
in the Hon’ble Court (3 pm, November 10, 2017). It has also been agreed
that in future, decisions for actions to be taken, will not depend on the
AQI but on the concentration of pollutants.
4. Learnings from this First Smog Episode of 2017 and what needs to be done
better to implement GRAP in such periods
There is no doubt that GRAP has provided an important framework for actions
that need to be taken during pollution emergencies. Last year, 2016, when a
similar situation had arisen, there was little information about the state of air
pollution (monitoring stations were not available or online); there was
confusion about the health impacts (health advisory was not linked to
pollution AQI) and most importantly there was complete policy paralysis about
the response actions (there was no list of what needed to be done by whom).
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This year, within a matter of hours of pollution levels increasing to alarming
levels, actions have been directed. All state governments have within 24 hours
of receiving the directives have taken meetings and asked for compliance.
But this first ‘use’ of GRAP provides important learnings that must be
immediately implemented to further strengthen the system for this remaining
winter period:
1. The need for better weather forecasts so that agencies have advance
notice of the measures that need to be taken. This year, the last
information EPCA had on the prevailing weather conditions was on
November 6, 2017. This did not provide any warning of the kind of anticyclonic weather disturbance that was happening in the upper
circulatory system and the impending problems it would bring.
EPCA is now given to understand from weather experts, including IMD,
that the situation of the past few days was unprecedented. Two air
circulatory systems – one bringing pollutants from crop burning in
Punjab and Haryana, (including according to one theory dust from multiday dust storm in Iraq, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia) and the other bringing
moisture from the east collided over Delhi region. This formed a cloud of
pollutants, trapped in moisture, which combined with near calm wind
conditions at the ground-level, suffocated the region.
EPCA had no advance warning of this weather conditions. It only has
information about the current state of pollution through the real-time
monitoring from the air quality index. But across the world, where such
smog alert systems are in place, a robust and reliable weather
forecasting system is essential for action.
EPCA is now working with the Ministry of Earth Science and IMD to see
how this forecast and predictions can be improved. It will keep the
Hon’ble Court informed about these developments.
2. The need for a vastly strengthened system of health advisories to
people to take preventive action. Currently the system is web-based
and information on the level of pollution (AQI) and health impacts is
provided. But there is a need to have wider dissemination of this
information to the general public, through APPs or other means.
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EPCA will discuss this with MoEF&CC, CPCB and state governments to
see how such a system can be put in place and will keep the Hon’ble
Court informed.
3. The need for deterrence so that implementation is strengthened. It is
clear that any direction is as good as its implementation. Given all the
challenges of effective governance in our cities, it is clear we need a
better system for the implementation of GRAP, during the pollution
emergency periods. EPCA will discuss how stronger deterrence can be
incorporated in GRAP and get back to the Hon’ble Court on the possible
directives needed in this regard.
4. The implementation of the Comprehensive Action Plan for Air
Pollution Control for NCR (with the Hon’ble Court) urgently and with
time-bound and accountable schedules. This long-term plan for
pollution abatement is essential for GRAP to work. This is the biggest
Achilles heel of GRAP as without long-term and decisive measures to
combat pollution, GRAP will remain weak. For instance:
a. Under GRAP (very poor and severe category) it is directed that
governments must intensify public transport and also increase
parking fees. These measures are recommended so that movement
by private vehicles is reduced for pollution control. But effective
implementation of this requires a greatly enhanced public transport
system. Currently, in Delhi, there are fewer buses on road than there
were 3 years ago. The situation across NCR is also very unsatisfactory.
b. Under GRAP (very poor category) generator sets are banned. But
there is a huge power shortage (not in terms of generation but
supply) in the districts of NCR. Therefore, mandating this will not
work.
5. The need to include further measures that can bring immediate relief
during the smog episodes. The fact is that while crop burning from
Punjab and Haryana is a contributory factor it is not the only problem
during winter in this region. Last year adverse weather and lack of longterm action resulted in similar smog episodes during December and
January. So, there may be a need for additional emergency measures
like:
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a. Closure of all coal based thermal plants and industries in the region.
Currently, the Supreme Court has imposed a ban on pet coke and FO,
but there may be a requirement to temporarily halt all other air
polluting sources during peak smog periods.
b. Ban on all diesel vehicles on roads/and or stickers of fuel and age on
all vehicles through PUC so that based on level of threat, categories
of vehicles can be prohibited from plying. This however, will require
intervention from the relevant ministries so that the stickers are
tamper-proof.
EPCA will discuss these and more such measures with MoEF&CC and the CPCB
task force next week and inform the Hon’ble Court of any directions required.

Annexure 1: Graph of pollution spike during October 17,
2017 till November 10, 2017
a. Particulate Matter 2.5

Source: CSE’s analysis of Central Pollution Control Board data
b. Air Quality Index

Source: CSE’s analysis of Central Pollution Control Board data

Annexure 2: List and attached minutes of EPCA meetings held
between January 20, 2017 to November 7, 2017 on implementation of
GRAP
List of EPCA meetings held on Implementation of Graded Response
Action Plan

1. Meeting dated January 20, 2017
2. Meeting dated February 3, 2017
3. Meeting dated February 27, 2017
4. Meeting dated May 31, 2017
5. Meeting dated July 6, 2017
6. Meeting dated August 17, 2017
7. Meeting dated September 1, 2017
8. Meeting dated September 19, 2017
9. Meeting dated September 26, 2017
10. Meeting dated October 11, 2017
11. Meeting dated October 11, 2017
12. Meeting dated October 17, 2017
13. Meeting dated October 24, 2017
14. Meeting dated October 31, 2017
15. Meeting dated November 7, 2017

Minutes of the Meeting of the reconstituted EPCA for NCR region held under the
Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal at 2:30 pm on 3.2.2017 in the office of
Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core 6A, Third Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items:
Implementation of Graded Response Action Plan to combat air pollution
in Delhi-NCR region.
In attendance
Chairman and Members EPCA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
Ms. Sunita Narain, Member, EPCA
Mr. J.P. Seswal, SE, North DMC
Mr. K.S. Meena, South DMC
Mr. B.M. Verma, North DMC
Mr. Rajeev Gupta, Architect, NDMC
Mr. M.L. Khan, SE, DEMS
Mr. A.K. Nagpal
Mr. Safiuddin

Representatives of concerned agencies
10. Mr. Sanjiv Saran, IAS, Additional Chief Secretary, U.P.
11. Mr. Ravindra K. Naik, IAS, Commissioner, Transport Department, U.P.
12. Mr. Ganga Phal, Addl. Transport Commissioner, Transport Department, U.P.
13. Mr. Mayank Jyoti, RTO, Ghaziabad, Transport Department, U.P.
14. Mr. Ashish Tiwari, Special Secretary, U.P. Forest Corporation
15. Dr. Rajeev Upadhyay, CEO, UPPCB
16. Dr. B.B. Awasthi, R.O., Noida, UPPCB
17. Mr. Paras Nath, R.O., Ghaziabad, UPPCB
18. Mr. Chandraker Bharti, Secretary (Environment and Forests) cum Chairman, DPCC
19. Mr. S.M. Ali, Spl. Secretary (Environment and Forests) cum Member Secretary, DPCC
20. Dr. Anil Kumar, Director, Environment Department, GNCTD
21. Dr. M.P. George, Scientist ‘D’, DPCC
22. Ms. Varsha Joshi, IAS, Secretary, Power Department, GNCTD
23. Dr. Vivek Kumar, Deputy Commissioner, Transport Department, GNCTD
24. Mr. V.K. Saraswat, PCO, Transport Department, GNCTD
25. Mr. A.K. Pandey, DTC
26. Mr. S. Narayanan, IFS, Member Secretary, HSPCB
27. Dr. Vivek Saxena, ARC, Haryana Forest Development Corporation
28. Mr. K.C. Gupta, R.O. Bhiwadi, Rajasthan SPCB

29. Mr. Nanu Ram Choyal, RTO, Bharatpur, Transport Department, Rajasthan

The Chairman EPCA asked the NCR states: Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan for
the status of the implementation for the Graded Response Action Plan. The issue of pollution
emanating from brick kilns was discussed first. Uttar Pradesh responded saying although
compliance has begun, it is difficult to ensure complete conversion to cleaner methods of smoke
emissions. The Uttar Pradesh State Pollution Control Board says that they are working on
examining the induced draft (zigzag) chimney method for brick kilns, and will apprise EPCA of
the same.The Haryana Pollution Control Board says that there are more than one thousand
brick kilns operating in the Haryana districts of NCR, and it is also working toward
implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan for this. EPCA said that Zigzag technology
for brick kiln chimneys must be considered for cleaner smoke emissions. All owners of kilns
must be notified of this technology, and by the coming winter, all brick kilns that do not use
clean technology must be shut down.
Uttar Pradesh informed EPCA that they have developed a detailed online compliance and
monitoring mechanism for the implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan. This portal
was demonstrated at the meeting, and included a grade-wise, department-wise accountability
framework that assigned responsibilities for specific components of the Graded Response
Action Plan to the concerned officials, area-wise. The Chairman, EPCA took note of the platform
and appreciated action taken for compliance by Uttar Pradesh. EPCA also suggested that the
contact details of the nodal officers and the officials responsible be linked to the platform, and
that EPCA would monitor Graded Response Action Plan implementation through this portal. It
also asked other states present to adopt similar compliance and monitoring mechanisms.
For the Badarpur Thermal Power Station, EPCA asked that the details of online real-time
emission monitoring be shared with EPCA. During implementation of “Poor” grade actions,
which has been implemented across the winter months, the emissions need to be monitored on
a fortnightly basis, with the data being shared with EPCA. The Delhi Pollution Control
Committee informed EPCA that BTPS continues to remain closed pending review of the
pollution status.
The Power Dept, Govt. of Delhi said that with summer approaching, it will be problematic to
ensure uninterrupted power without the Badarpur Thermal Power Station. EPCA asked about
the status of the Tughlaqabad 400 KV substation, which is key to linking South Delhi’s electricity
grid with supply from other stations. The Power Dept. admitted that work was yet to start, but
would begin by March 18 at the latest. EPCA says that the opening of the Badarpur Power
Station for the summer months would be conditional to work on the Tughlaqabad substation
beginning, and that EPCA must be given benchmarks to monitor progress of the substation.
The Transport Dept, Govt. of Delhi reported that it had embarked on an intensification of the
drive against visibly polluting vehicles, including those travelling with PUC certificates. It has
also started recalibration of PUC devices, and impounded 3978 vehicles without valid PUC
certificates. The Chairman, EPCA took note of this, and asked Haryana and Uttar Pradesh to

ensure similar drives in their cities. However, he stressed that stringent action must be taken
against falsification of PUC certificates.
On the matter of road dust, Haryana said that a meeting has been held on the matter at the
Chief Secretary level, with implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan on the agenda.
The Chairman, EPCA noted that no visible difference in road dust has been seen in Gurgaon so
far, and that Haryana must focus on Road Dust, PUC implementation and public
transport/buses.
Rajasthan reported that one Chief Secretary level meeting on the implementation of the Graded
Response Action Plan has taken place so far, and that the next meeting has been scheduled on
Feb 8.
EPCA says the next meeting with the view to prepare for the coming winter, would be held in
the states with call concerned offices and in the presence of the chief secretary. Now that the
graded response mechanism has been set in place, the focus must be on implementation.
***

Minutes of the Meeting of the reconstituted EPCA for NCR region held under the Chairmanship of
Shri Bhure Lal at 3:00 pm on 27.2.2017 in the office of
Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core 6A, Third Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items: Implementation of Graded Response Action Plan in Delhi.
Attendance:
1. Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
2. Ms. Sunita Narain, Member, EPCA
3. Ms. Varsha Joshi, IAS, Secretary, Power Department, GNCTD
4. Mr. A. K. Jha, EO (EEREM), Power Department, GNCTD
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mr. Chandraker Bharti, IAS, Secretary (Environment & Forest) cum Chairman, DPCC
Mr. S.M. Ali, Special Secretary (Environment & Forest) cum Member Secretary, DPCC
Dr. Anil Kumar, Director, Department of Environment, GNCTD
Dr. M.P. George, Scientist ‘D’, DPCC

9. Dr. Prashant Gargava, Scientist ‘E’, CPCB
10. Ms. Garima Sharma, Scientist ‘C’, CPCB
11. Ankush Tewani, Environmental Engineer, CPCB
EPCA convened this meeting to discuss the AQI of Delhi and to review the implementation of Graded
Response Action Plan.
CPCB informed that AQI of Delhi-NCR has improved from ‘severe’ to ‘moderate-to-poor’ category.
EPCA observed that in view of the present AQI of Delhi-NCR the closure directions issued to Badarpur
power plant needs to be modified.
Accordingly, it was decided that Badarpur Power Plant would be allowed to operate from March 15, 2017
to October 15, 2017. It would remain closed during the months when the Graded Response Action Plan
comes into force for winter months.
Furthermore, the following conditions would be adhered to for the functioning of the Badarpur Power
Plant:
1. The Power Department, Government of Delhi with the Power Grid Corporation would submit the
schedule of commissioning of Tughlaqabad sub-station with monitoring benchmarks. Secretary,
Power Department, Delhi informed that the work of Tughlaqabad Inter State Transmission
System has started on site today and it is expected to get completed and commissioned in June
2018.

2. The Power Department, Government of Delhi would obtain a plan from Badarpur Power Station
for ultimate closure of plant post July 2018 or for its conversion to natural gas based power
station after completion of work of Tughlaqabad Inter State Transmission System.
3. DPCC would monitor the flyash pollution from the ash pond of Badarpur Power Plant. It was
decided that DPCC will appoint NEERI for the task of monitoring fugitive emission for the
period March to May 2017 to ensure that effective efforts for flyash management could be
installed.
4. The Power Department would obtain a plan for the disposal of flyash pond and its remediation
from NTPC and give a copy to EPCA.
***

Minutes of the Meeting of the reconstituted EPCA for NCR region held under the
Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal at 11:00 am on 17.8.2017 in the office of
Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core 6A, Third Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items: Implementation of “Graded Response Action Plan” and progress on setting up of
Continuous Ambient Air Quality Stations (CAAQMS) in NCR.
In attendance
Chairman and Members EPCA
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
Ms. Sunita Narain, Member, EPCA
Dr. A.B. Akolkar, Member Secretary, CPCB
Mr. Virender Singh, Deputy Commissioner, Transport Department, Delhi
Mr. V.D. Sharma, EO, Transport Dept., Delhi
Mr. Harvinder Singh, PCO, Transport Department, Delhi
Mr. Vikas Jain, PCO, Delhi Transport, Delhi
Mr. P.K.Gaur, North Delhi Municipal Corporation
Mr. K.K. Meena, EE(E&M)-II, South Delhi Municipal Corporation
Mr. Arun Vasudev, CSO, NDMC
Mr. M.C. Ram, Delhi Jal Board
Mr. Ravinder Soni, ACP, Delhi Traffic Police
Mr. Prashant K. Banerji, Dy. Director ED (Tech), SIAM

Representatives of Concerned Agencies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Dr. V.K. Soni, Sc. ‘E’, IMD/MoES
Mrs. Garima Sharma, Sc. ‘C’, CPCB
Mr. S. Narayanan, Member Secretary, HSPCB
Dr. J.B. Sharma, RO, HSPCB, Gurgaon
Dr. B.B. Awasthi, RO, UPPCB, Noida
Mr. Ashok Kumar Tiwari, R.O., UPPCB, Greater Noida
Mr. J.P. Maurya, AEE, UPPCB
Mr. K.C. Gupta, RO, RSPCB, Bhiwadi
Dr. M.P. George, Sc.D, DPCC

EPCA convened this meeting in continuation of the meetings held on January 20, 2017, February 03,
2017, February 27, 2017 and workshops held on May 31, 2017 (State of U.P.) and June 06, 2017 (State of
Haryana) to review implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan.
EPCA reviewed progress on installation of CAAQMS and key action points listed in the Graded
Response Action Plan and the status/ progress report and EPCA’s observations and decisions are as given
below:

Action Points
Progress on installation of
CAAQMS (Target October
2017)
1.Delhi - 20 stations planned

Status/ Progress
DPCC representative informed
that work of installation and
operation of CAAQMS has been
awarded to NTPC. Out of 20
planned CAAQMS, at least 14
CAAQMS will be commissioned
by October end.

Observations and Decisions
EPCA observed that there is only
one station proposed to be
installed in Industrial Area i.e.
Okhla industrial area. DPCC
clarified that the station located
in Jhangirpur was close to SMA
industrial area. EPCA expressed
that it would like to see more
stations in Industrial Areas so
that air pollution caused by
industrial areas may also be
monitored.

EPCA, CPCB and DPCC agreed
that locations of proposed
CAAQMS be changed so that
there is one in Jhilmil Industrial
Area and one in Wazirpur
industrial Area.
2.Haryana – 13 stations planned Tender for installation and EPCA observed that the progress
(1 CPCB + 12 HSPCB)
operation of CAAQMS has been is on slower side.
issued and bids have been
Faridabad – 2 (CPSU + HSPCB) received. Technical bids will be HSPCB to make all efforts to
Gurugram – 1 (HSPCB)
opened on August 17 and then expedite the process and keep the
Mahendragagh- 1 (HSPCB)
the financial proposal will be deadline i.e. October 15, 2017.
Bhiwani - 1 (HSPCB)
taken to High Power Purchase
Mewat – 1 (HSPCB)
Committee for approval and once HSPCB to share with EPCA the
Rohtak – NIL
approved these will be installed exact locations of proposed
Sonepat – 1 (HSPCB)
within 1 or 2 months.
CAAQMs in each district.
Rewari- 1 (HSPCB)
Jhajjar – 1 (HSPCB)
Panipat- 1 (HSPCB)
Palwal- 1 (HSPCB)
Jind- 1 (HSPCB)
Karnal- 1 (HSPCB)
Uttar Pradesh – 10 stations
Two CPCB CAAQMS installed Remaining stations to be
i.e. Ghaziabad and Noida.
commissioned within the given
Meerut - 3 (CPSU)
deadline of October 15 2017.
Ghaziabad – 1 (CPCB)
UPCCB representative further
Gautam Buddh Nagar –
1 informed that tender was issued
(CPCB
for CAAQMS to be got installed
in Noida) and 1 (UPPCB in GN) and commissioned by UPPCB
Bulandsahar – 1 (UPPCB and in response technical and
Khurja)
financial bids have been received
Baghpat – 1 (UPPCB)
and that work order will be
Hapur – 1 (UPPCB)
placed very soon.
Muzzafarnagar - 1 (UPPCB)
Remaining 8 CAAQMS will be
commissioned by October 15,
2017.

Rajasthan 2 Stations

Both CAAQMS installed and are Work completed. EPCA has
under trial run.
CPCB to now integrate the
Alwar – 1 (CPCB at Bhiwadi) 1
stations into the NCR wide
(RSPCB at Alwar)
network for monitoring
Bharatpur - NIL
Data Integration of MoES MoES representative informed CPCB to work on the following
CAAQMS
and
CPCB that MoES had already agreed to tasks:
share their CAAQMS data with 1. Fetch and sort CAAQMS data
CAAQMS on common portal
CPCB, and password and other
of MoES stations for display
access details have already been
along with CPCB CAAQMS
shared with CPCB IT Division
data on common platform.
team visited MoES in the matter. 2. Data integration of CAAQMS
CPCB is to take MoES
of HSPCB, UPPCB and
CAAQMS data and display in the
RSPCB with CPCB.
common format.
3. Data analysis by CPCB on
daily basis and development
of smog alert system.
Action Points listed in the Graded Response Action Plan
Very Poor (ambient PM2.5or PM10concentration value is between 121-250µg/m3 or 351-430 µg/m3
respectively)
State boards explained the EPCA decided to convene a
Stop use of DG sets
problems in regulating emissions separate meeting with Pollution
from DG sets; including the lack Control Boards to discuss the
of information about the sets that matter and to see how
are
installed
in
different enforcement can be tightened. It
industrial and residential areas. also wanted to review how the
Also, the requirement for getting process
for
sanction
for
NOC is different in different installation and use of DG sets
states.
could be better rationalized and
enforced.
Moderate to poor(ambient PM2.5 or PM10 concentration value is between 61-120 µg/m3 or 101-350
µg/m3 respectively)
Stringently
enforce/stop This was recognized as an issue EPCA decided to convene a
requires
stringent separate meeting on September
garbage burning in landfills that
and other places and impose enforcement but also a long-term 18, 2017 with Municipal
heavy
fines
on
person solution. It was agreed that most Commissioners of Delhi and
municipalities were struggling to other three states to discuss the
responsible
handle the solid waste that is matter and to work out effective
being generated and that either short-term
and
long-term
this is burnt locally or there are strategies.
fires in the landfill sites. It was
decided that the municipalities
must be asked for work on an
enabling
framework
that
promotes segregation; recycling
and processing as locally as
possible. The SWM rules under
the EP Act allow for by-laws to
be issued. In the meantime,
enforcement has to be improved

during winter months.
Close/stringently enforce all It was agreed that brick kilns that
pollution control regulations in have not converted to zig zag
kilns (induced/ natural draught
brick kilns and industries
with rectangular shape) by
September 30, 2017 shall be
closed down for the winter
period. Winter period is observed
till March 15, 2017, however
Association
have
requested
EPCA to permit re-start of
operations from February 01,
2018. This matter is still under
consideration by EPCA, which is
awaiting information from the
state boards on the progress made
towards technological transition
to zigzag.

The three SPCBs (Rajasthan,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh) to
give
progress
report
on
conversion of fixed chimney bull
trench kilns to zig-zag brick kilns
based on which EPCA will
discuss the matter of permitting
operation of brick kilns from
February 01, 2018.

Regarding industrial pollution
control, EPCA decided to
convene a separate meeting on
September 18, 2017 to discuss
the matter. MS, HSPCB to make
a presentation on their project on
On industries, it was agreed that geo-mapping
of
industries
the system of monitoring and operating in the state of Haryana
enforcement had to be improved. in EPCA meeting.
Moderate to poor(ambient PM2.5 or PM10 concentration value is between 61-120 µg/m3 or 101-350
µg/m3 respectively)
Stringently enforce pollution Badarpur: decision has been EPCA directed all four SPCBs to
control in thermal power taken to close it during winter, give report on the following
plants
through
PCB starting October 15, 2017. points:
Permanent closure in on schedule A. Status of installation and
monitoring
for July 2018.
operations of OCEMS in
The following other plants
power plants
require monitoring:
B. Stack emission monitoring
a. Dadri (UP) 1&2 (NTPC)
results
for
the
latest
b. Aravalli Jhajjar 1/2/3
monitoring got conducted by
(HPGCL/NTPC)
SPCBs along with data of
c. CLP Jhajjar
OCEMS.
d. Panipat TPP (HPGCL)
C. Size of fly ash ponds of each
thermal power plant and
pollution control measures
adopted to minimize pollution
from fly ash ponds.
D. Annual
generation
and
utilization of fly ash.
Control
on
dust
from
construction sites and from
roads with heavy traffic by
water sprinkling also on
unpaved roads every two days

The
new
notification
by
MoEF&CC on sanction of new
building projects meant that only
projects above 1,50,000 sq mt
would now come to state
environment impact appraisal
committees. All other projects

EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
17, 2017 with major road
construction agencies i.e .NHAI
and state PWDs to know
pollution control measures being
implemented to minimize road

would now be cleared and
monitored by local agencies.
There is, however, lack of clarity
about how the projects would be
sanctioned and how these
agencies would monitor to ensure
against dust pollution.

dust emissions.
EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
01, 2017 to know the following:
A. Action taken by development
authorities,
and
municipal
corporations for the construction
projects with area between
20,000 sq meters to 1,50,000 sq
meters.
B. Action taken by SPCBs for
the construction projects with
area greater than 1,50,000 sq
meters not following the
environmental
clearance
guidelines.
C. SPCBs to bring list of all
construction projects in NCR
having area greater than 1,50,000
sq meters.

Strict
vigilance
and
no
tolerance for visible emissions –
stop plying of visibly polluting
vehicles by impounding or
heavy fine.
Strictly enforce Supreme Court
order on diversion of nondestined truck traffic and
ensure only trucks registered
after 2005 are allowed entry
into Delhi

EPCA decided to convene
separate meeting with SDMC
and Delhi Traffic Police on
September 01, 2017 regarding
diversion of non-destined trucks
and further obtain progress report
on implementation of RFID
system.

Strictly enforce Supreme Court CPCB is preparing standards to
minimize pollution from fire
ban on firecrackers
crackers.
Ensure fly ash ponds* are
watered every alternate day
during
summer
months
(March – May).

EPCA directed that all four
pollution control boards shall
identify big size fly ash ponds in
NCR and give report on pollution
control measures adopted by the
concerned power plants.

MS, CPCB expressed that ground level officers are required to check status of actions taken on ground
and submit their reports. He further informed that CPCB has constituted 28 teams for the same task and
will give factual reports. EPCA said that SPCBs shall coordinate with their Regional Officers and District
Magistrates in NCR who shall make such teams to check implementation of GRAP on ground and submit
status reports.
EPCA decided to review progress on implementation of GRAP every 15 days. The next meeting was
scheduled for September 1, 2017.
***

Minutes of the Meeting of the reconstituted EPCA for NCR region held under theChairmanship of
Shri Bhure Lal from 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm on 1.9.2017 in the office of
Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core 6A, Third Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items:1. Implementation of “Graded Response Action Plan” and progress on setting up of
Continuous Ambient Air Quality Stations (CAAQMS) in NCR.
2. Action taken for control of pollution from construction activities in NCR and minimize
road dust emissions.
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Mr. Hariom Singh, Programmer, EDMC
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Dr. V.K. Soni, IMD/ MoES
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Mr. Satpal Singh, S.E, HUDA
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Mr. Pramod Vashisht

14. Mr. C.K. Tripathi, D.G.M. (US), Greater Noida Authority
15. Mr. Rajiv Tyagi, G.M., Greater Noida Authority

16. Mr. Rajesh Kumar Ojha, EE, Greater Noida Authority
17. Mr. S.S. Chauhan, E.E., Nagar Nigam Ghaziabad
18. Mr. Vimal Kumar, E.E.,PWD, G.B. Nagar
19. Mr. Satya Prakash, SE, PWD
EPCA convened this meeting in continuation of the meeting held on August 17, 2017 to review
implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan and discuss the progress on setting up of CAAQMS
in NCR and the observations and decisions are as given below:
Action Points
Progress on installation of
CAAQMS (Target October
2017)
1.Delhi - 20 stations planned

Status/ Progress
DPCC representative informed
that work of installation and
operation of CAAQMS has been
awarded to NTPC. Out of 20
planned CAAQMS, at least 14
CAAQMS will be commissioned
by October end.

Observations and Decisions
EPCA observed that there is only
one station proposed to be
installed in Industrial Area i.e.
Okhla industrial area. DPCC
clarified that the station located
in Jhangirpur was close to SMA
industrial area. EPCA expressed
that it would like to see more
stations in Industrial Areas so
that air pollution caused by
industrial areas may also be
monitored.
EPCA, CPCB and DPCC agreed
that locations of proposed
CAAQMS be changed so that
there is one in Jhilmil Industrial
Area and one in Wazirpur
industrial Area.
GRAP 2 : September 01, 2017
DPCC informed that construction
work of CAAQMS is in progress
and minimum 14 stations will be
commissioned by October 15,
2017.

It was discussed that there is a
need of CAAQMS in residential
area Alipur. EPCA, CPCB and
DPCC agreed that CAAQMS
proposed in Chhatrasal stadium
to be shifted to Alipur.
2.Haryana – 13 stations planned Tender for installation and EPCA observed that the progress
(1 CPCB + 12 HSPCB)
operation of CAAQMS has been is on slower side.
issued and bids have been
Faridabad – 2 (CPSU + HSPCB) received. Technical bids will be HSPCB to make all efforts to
Gurugram – 1 (HSPCB)
opened on August 17 and then expedite the process and keep the
Mahendragagh- 1 (HSPCB)
the financial proposal will be deadline i.e. October 15, 2017.

Bhiwani - 1 (HSPCB)
Mewat – 1 (HSPCB)
Rohtak – NIL
Sonepat – 1 (HSPCB)
Rewari- 1 (HSPCB)
Jhajjar – 1 (HSPCB)
Panipat- 1 (HSPCB)
Palwal- 1 (HSPCB)
Jind- 1 (HSPCB)
Karnal- 1 (HSPCB)

taken to High Power Purchase
Committee for approval and once HSPCB to share with EPCA the
approved these will be installed exact locations of proposed
within 1 or 2 months.
CAAQMs in each district.

GRAP 2 : September 01, 2017
HSPCB informed that technical
bids and financial bids opened
and evaluation process has been
completed. Proposal to be sent to
High Power Purchase Committee
for approval. However, the
process of award of work may
take time due to restriction on
exercising
of
powers
of
Chairman, HSPCB.
Haryana Govt. to work out to
expedite the process so as to
ensure compliance of the
deadline of commissioning of
CAAQMS i.e. October 15, 2017
and report back to EPCA.
Uttar Pradesh – 10 stations
Two CPCB CAAQMS installed Remaining stations to be
i.e. Ghaziabad and Noida.
commissioned within the given
Meerut - 3 (CPSU)
deadline of October 15 2017.
Ghaziabad – 1 (CPCB)
UPCCB representative further
Gautam Buddh Nagar –
1 informed that tender was issued
(CPCB
for CAAQMS to be got installed
in Noida) and 1 (UPPCB in GN) and commissioned by UPPCB
Bulandsahar – 1 (UPPCB and in response technical and
Khurja)
financial bids have been received
Baghpat – 1 (UPPCB)
and that work order will be
Hapur – 1 (UPPCB)
placed very soon.
Muzzafarnagar - 1 (UPPCB)
Remaining 8 CAAQMS will be
commissioned by October 15,
2017.
GRAP 2 : September 01, 2017
UPPCB informed that order for 6
CAAQMS expected to get placed
in the coming week. EPCA
directed UPPCB to ensure
compliance of deadline i.e.

October 15, 2017.
CPCB representative informed
that repeat order is to be placed
for work of 4 CAAQMS in NCR
(3 in Meerut, U.P. and 1 in
Faridabad, Haryana). EPCA
directed CPCB to expedite the
matter.
Rajasthan 2 Stations
Both CAAQMS installed and are Work completed. EPCA has
under trial run.
CPCB to now integrate the
Alwar – 1 (CPCB at Bhiwadi) 1
stations into the NCR wide
(RSPCB at Alwar)
network for monitoring
Bharatpur - NIL
Data Integration of MoES MoES representative informed CPCB to work on the following
CAAQMS
and
CPCB that MoES had already agreed to tasks:
share their CAAQMS data with 1. Fetch and sort CAAQMS data
CAAQMS on common portal
CPCB, and password and other
of MoES stations for display
access details have already been
along with CPCB CAAQMS
shared with CPCB IT Division
data on common platform.
team visited MoES in the matter. 2. Data integration of CAAQMS
CPCB is to take MoES
of HSPCB, UPPCB and
CAAQMS data and display in the
RSPCB with CPCB.
common format.
3. Data analysis by CPCB on
daily basis and development
of smog alert system.
GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
CPCB representative informed
that data integration of MoES
stations with CPCB and DPCC
stations will be done in 10 days
by CPCB. Subsequently, the
demo of common platform for
display of data will be prepared
and presented before EPCA.
All agreed that air quality data
for all parameters monitored at
each station along with AQI will
be available for display on the
common platform for public.
AQI for all stations of CPCB,
MoES and DPCC as well as
common AQI for Delhi will be
calculated by a single agency i.e.
CPCB, and CPCB will give daily
bulletin for AQI at 4:00 pm.

Action Points listed in the Graded Response Action Plan
Very Poor (ambient PM2.5or PM10concentration value is between 121-250µg/m3 or 351-430 µg/m3
respectively)
State boards explained the EPCA decided to convene a
Stop use of DG sets
problems in regulating emissions separate meeting with Pollution
from DG sets; including the lack Control Boards to discuss the
of information about the sets that matter and to see how
are
installed
in
different enforcement can be tightened. It
industrial and residential areas. also wanted to review how the
Also, the requirement for getting process
for
sanction
for
NOC is different in different installation and use of DG sets
states.
could be better rationalized and
enforced.
Moderate to poor(ambient PM2.5
µg/m3 respectively)
Stringently
enforce/stop
garbage burning in landfills
and other places and impose
heavy
fines
on
person
responsible

or PM10 concentration value is between 61-120 µg/m3 or 101-350
This was recognized as an issue
that
requires
stringent
enforcement but also a long-term
solution. It was agreed that most
municipalities were struggling to
handle the solid waste that is
being generated and that either
this is burnt locally or there are
fires in the landfill sites. It was
decided that the municipalities
must be asked for work on an
enabling
framework
that
promotes segregation; recycling
and processing as locally as
possible. The SWM rules under
the EP Act allow for by-laws to
be issued. In the meantime,
enforcement has to be improved
during winter months.

Close/stringently enforce all It was agreed that brick kilns that
pollution control regulations in have not converted to zig zag
kilns (induced/ natural draught
brick kilns and industries
with rectangular shape) by
September 30, 2017 shall be
closed down for the winter
period. Winter period is observed
till March 15, 2017, however
Association
have
requested
EPCA to permit re-start of
operations from February 01,
2018. This matter is still under

EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
18, 2017 with Municipal
Commissioners of Delhi and
other three states to discuss the
matter and to work out effective
short-term
and
long-term
strategies.

EPCA decided to convene
meeting on another date which
will be communicated.
The three SPCBs (Rajasthan,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh) to
give
progress
report
on
conversion of fixed chimney bull
trench kilns to zig-zag brick kilns
based on which EPCA will
discuss the matter of permitting
operation of brick kilns from
February 01, 2018.

consideration by EPCA, which is
awaiting information from the
state boards on the progress made
towards technological transition
to zigzag.

Regarding industrial pollution
control, EPCA decided to
convene a separate meeting on
September 18, 2017 to discuss
the matter. MS, HSPCB to make
a presentation on their project on
On industries, it was agreed that geo-mapping
of
industries
the system of monitoring and operating in the state of Haryana
enforcement had to be improved. in EPCA meeting.
GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
EPCA directed the three SPCBs
to come up with progress report
on conversion of brick kilns in
the next GRAP review meeting
scheduled on September 18,
2017.
Meeting to discuss the matter of
industrial pollution control on
September 18, 2017 conformed
by EPCA.
Moderate to poor(ambient PM2.5 or PM10 concentration value is between 61-120 µg/m3 or 101-350
µg/m3 respectively)
Stringently enforce pollution Badarpur: decision has been EPCA directed all four SPCBs to
control in thermal power taken to close it during winter, give report on the following
plants
through
PCB starting October 15, 2017. points:
Permanent closure in on schedule A. Status of installation and
monitoring
for July 2018.
operations of OCEMS in
The following other plants
power plants
require monitoring:
B. Stack emission monitoring
a. Dadri (UP) 1&2 (NTPC)
results
for
the
latest
b. Aravalli Jhajjar 1/2/3
monitoring got conducted by
(HPGCL/NTPC)
SPCBs along with data of
c. CLP Jhajjar
OCEMS.
d. Panipat TPP (HPGCL)
C. Size of fly ash ponds of each
thermal power plant and
pollution control measures
adopted to minimize pollution
from fly ash ponds.
D. Annual
generation
and
utilization of fly ash.
GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
EPCA directed SPCBs to visit
thermal power plants of DelhiNCR and come with report on
above points including stack
monitoring results for the day of

Control
on
dust
from
construction sites and from
roads with heavy traffic by
water sprinkling also on
unpaved roads every two days

The
new
notification
by
MoEF&CC on sanction of new
building projects meant that only
projects above 1,50,000 sq mt
would now come to state
environment impact appraisal
committees. All other projects
would now be cleared and
monitored by local agencies.
There is, however, lack of clarity
about how the projects would be
sanctioned and how these
agencies would monitor to ensure
against dust pollution.

visit. Report to be submitted in
next GRAP review meeting
scheduled on September 18,
2017.
EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
17, 2017 with major road
construction agencies i.e .NHAI
and state PWDs to know
pollution control measures being
implemented to minimize road
dust emissions.
EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
01, 2017 to know the following:
A. Action taken by development
authorities,
and
municipal
corporations for the construction
projects with area between
20,000 sq meters to 1,50,000 sq
meters.
B. Action taken by SPCBs for
the construction projects with
area greater than 1,50,000 sq
meters not following the
environmental
clearance
guidelines.
C. SPCBs to bring list of all
construction projects in NCR
having area greater than 1,50,000
sq meters.

GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
Meeting convened and it was
observed that there is a lack of
clarity on process of sanction of
building plans and process
followed for monitoring of dust
control measures implemented
during construction activity.
EPCA asked the stakeholders to
study MoEF&CC notification
dated December 09, 2016
regarding EC process for

different
size
construction
projects. EPCA decided to
convene separate meeting to
discuss the matter.
Major stakeholder NHAI did not
attend the meeting to discuss
road dust control measures.
EPCA decided to convene
separate meeting to discuss the
matter.
Strict
vigilance
and
no
tolerance for visible emissions –
stop plying of visibly polluting
vehicles by impounding or
heavy fine.
Strictly enforce Supreme Court
order on diversion of nondestined truck traffic and
ensure only trucks registered
after 2005 are allowed entry
into Delhi

EPCA decided to convene
separate meeting with SDMC
and Delhi Traffic Police on
September 01, 2017 regarding
diversion of non-destined trucks
and further obtain progress report
on implementation of RFID
system.

Strictly enforce Supreme Court CPCB is preparing standards to
minimize pollution from fire
ban on firecrackers
crackers.
Ensure fly ash ponds* are
watered every alternate day
during
summer
months
(March – May).

EPCA directed that all four
pollution control boards shall
identify big size fly ash ponds in
NCR and give report on pollution
control measures adopted by the
concerned power plants.

EPCA decided to review progress on implementation of GRAP on September 18, 2017.
***

Minutes of the Meeting of the reconstituted EPCA for NCR region held under the
Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal from 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm on 19.9.2017 in the office of
Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core 6A, Third Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items:1. Implementation of “Graded Response Action Plan” and progress on setting up of
Continuous Ambient Air Quality Stations (CAAQMS) in NCR.
2. Action taken for industrial pollution control and pollution control from thermal power
plants.
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Dr. B.B. Awasthi, R.O.,UPPCB, Noida
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EPCA convened this meeting in continuation of the meeting held on September 1, 2017 to review
implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan and discuss the progress on setting up of CAAQMS
in NCR and the observations and decisions are as given below:
Action Points
Progress on installation of
CAAQMS (Target October
2017)
1.Delhi - 20 stations planned

Status/ Progress
DPCC representative informed
that work of installation and
operation of CAAQMS has been
awarded to NTPC. Out of 20
planned CAAQMS, at least 14
CAAQMS will be commissioned
by October end.

Observations and Decisions
EPCA observed that there is only
one station proposed to be
installed in Industrial Area i.e.
Okhla industrial area. DPCC
clarified that the station located
in Jhangirpur was close to SMA
industrial area. EPCA expressed
that it would like to see more

stations in Industrial Areas so
that air pollution caused by
industrial areas may also be
monitored.
EPCA, CPCB and DPCC agreed
that locations of proposed
CAAQMS be changed so that
there is one in Jhilmil Industrial
Area and one in Wazirpur
industrial Area.
GRAP 2 : September 01, 2017
DPCC informed that construction
work of CAAQMS is in progress
and minimum 14 stations will be
commissioned by October 15,
2017.
It was discussed that there is a
need of CAAQMS in residential
area Alipur. EPCA, CPCB and
DPCC agreed that CAAQMS
proposed in Chhatrasal stadium
to be shifted to Alipur.
GRAP 3 : September 19, 2017
DPCC informed that installation
of CAAQMS is in progress. 5
CAAQMS will be commissioned
by September 30, 2017.
2.Haryana – 13 stations planned Tender for installation and
(1 CPCB + 12 HSPCB)
operation of CAAQMS has been
issued and bids have been
Faridabad – 2 (CPSU + HSPCB) received. Technical bids will be
Gurugram – 1 (HSPCB)
opened on August 17 and then
Mahendragagh- 1 (HSPCB)
the financial proposal will be
Bhiwani - 1 (HSPCB)
taken to High Power Purchase
Mewat – 1 (HSPCB)
Committee for approval and once
Rohtak – NIL
approved these will be installed
Sonepat – 1 (HSPCB)
within 1 or 2 months.
Rewari- 1 (HSPCB)
Jhajjar – 1 (HSPCB)
Panipat- 1 (HSPCB)
Palwal- 1 (HSPCB)
Jind- 1 (HSPCB)
Karnal- 1 (HSPCB)

EPCA observed that the progress
is on slower side.
HSPCB to make all efforts to
expedite the process and keep the
deadline i.e. October 15, 2017.
HSPCB to share with EPCA the
exact locations of proposed
CAAQMs in each district.

GRAP 2 : September 01, 2017

HSPCB informed that technical
bids and financial bids opened
and evaluation process has been
completed. Proposal to be sent to
High Power Purchase Committee
for approval. However, the
process of award of work may
take time due to restriction on
exercising
of
powers
of
Chairman, HSPCB.
Haryana Govt. to work out to
expedite the process so as to
ensure compliance of the
deadline of commissioning of
CAAQMS i.e. October 15, 2017
and report back to EPCA.
GRAP 3 : September 19, 2017
HSPCB representative informed
that there is no progress on award
of work of CAAQMS as the
restriction on exercising of
powers of Chairman, HSPCB is
still in force.
EPCA decided to take up the
matter with the Chief Secretary,
Haryana Govt.
Uttar Pradesh – 10 stations
Two CPCB CAAQMS installed Remaining stations to be
i.e. Ghaziabad and Noida.
commissioned within the given
Meerut - 3 (CPSU)
deadline of October 15 2017.
Ghaziabad – 1 (CPCB)
UPCCB representative further
Gautam Buddh Nagar –
1 informed that tender was issued
(CPCB
for CAAQMS to be got installed
in Noida) and 1 (UPPCB in GN) and commissioned by UPPCB
Bulandsahar – 1 (UPPCB and in response technical and
Khurja)
financial bids have been received
Baghpat – 1 (UPPCB)
and that work order will be
Hapur – 1 (UPPCB)
placed very soon.
Muzzafarnagar - 1 (UPPCB)
Remaining 8 CAAQMS will be
commissioned by October 15,
2017.
GRAP 2 : September 01, 2017
UPPCB informed that order for 6
CAAQMS expected to get placed
in the coming week. EPCA
directed UPPCB to ensure
compliance of deadline i.e.

October 15, 2017.
CPCB representative informed
that repeat order is to be placed
for work of 4 CAAQMS in NCR
(3 in Meerut, U.P. and 1 in
Faridabad, Haryana). EPCA
directed CPCB to expedite the
matter.
GRAP 3 : September 19, 2017
UPPCB informed that work order
for installation of CAAQMS will
be placed this week.
Rajasthan 2 Stations

Both CAAQMS installed and are Work completed. EPCA has
under trial run.
CPCB to now integrate the
Alwar – 1 (CPCB at Bhiwadi) 1
stations into the NCR wide
(RSPCB at Alwar)
network for monitoring
Bharatpur - NIL
Data Integration of MoES MoES representative informed CPCB to work on the following
CAAQMS
and
CPCB that MoES had already agreed to tasks:
share their CAAQMS data with 1. Fetch and sort CAAQMS data
CAAQMS on common portal
CPCB, and password and other
of MoES stations for display
access details have already been
along with CPCB CAAQMS
shared with CPCB IT Division
data on common platform.
team visited MoES in the matter. 2. Data integration of CAAQMS
CPCB is to take MoES
of HSPCB, UPPCB and
CAAQMS data and display in the
RSPCB with CPCB.
common format.
3. Data analysis by CPCB on
daily basis and development
of smog alert system.
GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
CPCB representative informed
that data integration of MoES
stations with CPCB and DPCC
stations will be done in 10 days
by CPCB. Subsequently, the
demo of common platform for
display of data will be prepared
and presented before EPCA.
All agreed that air quality data
for all parameters monitored at
each station along with AQI will
be available for display on the
common platform for public.
AQI for all stations of CPCB,

MoES and DPCC as well as
common AQI for Delhi will be
calculated by a single agency i.e.
CPCB, and CPCB will give daily
bulletin for AQI at 4:00 pm.

GRAP 3: September 19, 2017
CPCB informed that data
integration of 7 CAAQMS of
IMD with CPCB stations already
completed.
Common platform for display of
data of CAAQMS of CPCB,
IMD and DPCC also created.
Action Points listed in the Graded Response Action Plan
Very Poor (ambient PM2.5or PM10concentration value is between 121-250µg/m3 or 351-430 µg/m3
respectively)
State boards explained the EPCA decided to convene a
Stop use of DG sets
problems in regulating emissions separate meeting with Pollution
from DG sets; including the lack Control Boards to discuss the
of information about the sets that matter and to see how
are
installed
in
different enforcement can be tightened. It
industrial and residential areas. also wanted to review how the
Also, the requirement for getting process
for
sanction
for
NOC is different in different installation and use of DG sets
states.
could be better rationalized and
enforced.
Moderate to poor(ambient PM2.5
µg/m3 respectively)
Stringently
enforce/stop
garbage burning in landfills
and other places and impose
heavy
fines
on
person
responsible

or PM10 concentration value is between 61-120 µg/m3 or 101-350
This was recognized as an issue
that
requires
stringent
enforcement but also a long-term
solution. It was agreed that most
municipalities were struggling to
handle the solid waste that is
being generated and that either
this is burnt locally or there are
fires in the landfill sites. It was
decided that the municipalities
must be asked for work on an
enabling
framework
that
promotes segregation; recycling
and processing as locally as
possible. The SWM rules under
the EP Act allow for by-laws to
be issued. In the meantime,

EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
18, 2017 with Municipal
Commissioners of Delhi and
other three states to discuss the
matter and to work out effective
short-term
and
long-term
strategies.

enforcement has to be improved
during winter months.

Close/stringently enforce all It was agreed that brick kilns that
pollution control regulations in have not converted to zig zag
kilns (induced/ natural draught
brick kilns and industries
with rectangular shape) by
September 30, 2017 shall be
closed down for the winter
period. Winter period is observed
till March 15, 2017, however
Association
have
requested
EPCA to permit re-start of
operations from February 01,
2018. This matter is still under
consideration by EPCA, which is
awaiting information from the
state boards on the progress made
towards technological transition
to zigzag.

EPCA decided to convene
meeting on another date which
will be communicated.
The three SPCBs (Rajasthan,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh) to
give
progress
report
on
conversion of fixed chimney bull
trench kilns to zig-zag brick kilns
based on which EPCA will
discuss the matter of permitting
operation of brick kilns from
February 01, 2018.

Regarding industrial pollution
control, EPCA decided to
convene a separate meeting on
September 18, 2017 to discuss
the matter. MS, HSPCB to make
a presentation on their project on
On industries, it was agreed that geo-mapping
of
industries
the system of monitoring and operating in the state of Haryana
enforcement had to be improved. in EPCA meeting.
GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
EPCA directed the three SPCBs
to come up with progress report
on conversion of brick kilns in
the next GRAP review meeting
scheduled on September 18,
2017.

Meeting to discuss the matter of
industrial pollution control on
September 18, 2017 conformed
by EPCA.
Moderate to poor(ambient PM2.5 or PM10 concentration value is between 61-120 µg/m3 or 101-350
µg/m3 respectively)
Stringently enforce pollution Badarpur: decision has been EPCA directed all four SPCBs to
control in thermal power taken to close it during winter, give report on the following
plants
through
PCB starting October 15, 2017. points:
Permanent closure in on schedule A. Status of installation and
monitoring
for July 2018.
operations of OCEMS in
The following other plants
power plants
require monitoring:
B. Stack emission monitoring
a. Dadri (UP) 1&2 (NTPC)
results
for
the
latest
b. Aravalli Jhajjar 1/2/3
monitoring got conducted by

(HPGCL/NTPC)
c. CLP Jhajjar
d. Panipat TPP (HPGCL)

SPCBs along with data of
OCEMS.
C. Size of fly ash ponds of each
thermal power plant and
pollution control measures
adopted to minimize pollution
from fly ash ponds.
D. Annual
generation
and
utilization of fly ash.
GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
EPCA directed SPCBs to visit
thermal power plants of DelhiNCR and come with report on
above points including stack
monitoring results for the day of
visit. Report to be submitted in
next GRAP review meeting
scheduled on September 18,
2017.
GRAP 3: September 19, 2017
UPPCB submitted report on
thermal power plants to EPCA.
EPCA directed DPCC and
HPSCB to also submit reports on
thermal power plants.

Control
on
dust
from
construction sites and from
roads with heavy traffic by
water sprinkling also on
unpaved roads every two days

The
new
notification
by
MoEF&CC on sanction of new
building projects meant that only
projects above 1,50,000 sq mt
would now come to state
environment impact appraisal
committees. All other projects
would now be cleared and
monitored by local agencies.
There is, however, lack of clarity
about how the projects would be
sanctioned and how these
agencies would monitor to ensure
against dust pollution.

CPCB informed that CPCB is
also conducting inspection of
power plants in NCR to check
compliance.
EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
17, 2017 with major road
construction agencies i.e .NHAI
and state PWDs to know
pollution control measures being
implemented to minimize road
dust emissions.
EPCA decided to convene a
separate meeting on September
01, 2017 to know the following:
A. Action taken by development
authorities,
and
municipal
corporations for the construction
projects with area between

20,000 sq meters to 1,50,000 sq
meters.
B. Action taken by SPCBs for
the construction projects with
area greater than 1,50,000 sq
meters not following the
environmental
clearance
guidelines.
C. SPCBs to bring list of all
construction projects in NCR
having area greater than 1,50,000
sq meters.

GRAP 2: September 01, 2017
Meeting convened and it was
observed that there is a lack of
clarity on process of sanction of
building plans and process
followed for monitoring of dust
control measures implemented
during construction activity.
EPCA asked the stakeholders to
study MoEF&CC notification
dated December 09, 2016
regarding EC process for
different
size
construction
projects. EPCA decided to
convene separate meeting to
discuss the matter.
Major stakeholder NHAI did not
attend the meeting to discuss
road dust control measures.
EPCA decided to convene
separate meeting to discuss the
matter.
Strict
vigilance
and
no
tolerance for visible emissions –
stop plying of visibly polluting
vehicles by impounding or
heavy fine.
Strictly enforce Supreme Court
order on diversion of nondestined truck traffic and
ensure only trucks registered
after 2005 are allowed entry

EPCA decided to convene
separate meeting with SDMC
and Delhi Traffic Police on
September 01, 2017 regarding
diversion of non-destined trucks

into Delhi

Strictly enforce Supreme Court
ban on firecrackers

Ensure fly ash ponds* are
watered every alternate day
during
summer
months
(March – May).

and further obtain progress report
on implementation of RFID
system.
CPCB is preparing standards to GRAP 3: September 19, 2017
minimize pollution from fire
crackers.
EPCA directed that the orders
passed by Hon’ ble Supreme
Court on fire crackers shall be
strictly enforced.
EPCA directed that all four
pollution control boards shall
identify big size fly ash ponds in
NCR and give report on pollution
control measures adopted by the
concerned power plants.

Chairman, EPCA said that patrolling team shall be formed by SPCBs and State Govts. for checking
pollution from construction sites, garbage burning and visibly polluting vehicles. Each patrolling team
shall be given specific areas for checking and the action taken report shall be submitted by States to
EPCA. EPCA expressed that Haryana Govt. shall also focus on paddy straw burning.
CPCB representative informed that CPCB has also deputed 40 teams to check pollution from these
sources. Further, directions have been issued to NCR SPCBs under the Air Act, 1981 to constitute similar
teams for improving enforcement.
EPCA decided to review progress on implementation of GRAP on September 26, 2017.
***

Minutes of the Meeting of EPCA held under the Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal at 11:00
am on September 26, 2017 in the office of Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core
6A, Third Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items:
Implementation of Graded Response Action Plan and progress on air
pollution issues like Garbage burning, Construction Activities and road dust in
Delhi & NCR
Attendance:
Chairman and Member EPCA
1. Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
2. Ms. Sunita Narain, Member, EPCA
3. Mr. A Sudhaker, Member Secretary, CPCB
4. Mr. Keshav Chandra, Secretary, Environment, GNCTD
5. Mr. Madhup Vyas, Commissioner, NDMC
6. Dr. Dilraj Kaur, Addl. Commissioner, SDMC
7. Mr. KP Singh, EDMC
8. Mr. V.K. Saraswat, PCO, Transport Department, GNCTD
9. Mr. B K Mathur, Chief, Engineer, DJB

Representative of Concerned Agencies
1. Dr. Prashant Gargava, Additional Director, CPCB
2. Dr. Anil Kumar, Director, Department of Environment, GNCTD
3. Dr. M.P. George, Scientist ‘D’, DPCC
4. Mr. Sanjay Kumar Tyagi, CE, NDMC
5. Mr. Raj Kumar, DDH/ HQ/ SDMC
6. Mr. Dilip Ramnani, CE, SDMC
7. Mr. S.S Gill, Special Secretary, UD
8. Mr. S. Narayanan, IFS, Member Secretary, HSPCB
9. Mr. Nitin Yadav, Director, ULB Haryana
10. Mr. Ashok –SE, ULB Haryana
11. Mr. V Umashankar, Commissioner, Municipal Corporation, Gurugram
12. Mr. Naresh Pawar, SE, HUDA, Gurugram
13. Dr. JB Sharma, RO, HSPCB, Gurugram
14. Mr. Sandeep Dahiya, SDE for SE HUDA, Faridabad
15. Dr. PKMK Das, RO, HSPCB, Faridabad
16. Mr. Arun Prasad K.C.A, Member Secretary, RSPCB
17. Mr. S.C Meena, Commissioner Municipal Corporation, Bharatpur, Rajasthan
18. Mr. Vineet Nagayach Ex. Engg, Municipal Corporation, Alwar, Rajasthan
19. Mr. Gupta, RO, RPCB, Alwar
20. Mr. Devender Kumar Meena, Municipal Corporation, Bhiwadi, Rajasthan
21. Mr. Mogan Lal Yogi, Secretary, UIT, Bhiwadi, Rajasthan
22. Mr. Dharamveer Yadav, Executive Engineer, Bhiwadi, Rajasthan

23. Mr. Vijay Gajraj, RM, Rajasthan
24. Mr. BK Singh, PE, Noida
25. Mr. Arun Kumar Gupta, Joint MC, Ghaziabad

EPCA convened this meeting in continuation to review implementation of the Graded Response
Action Plan. The focus in this meeting, convened especially with municipal authorities, was to
discuss the key agenda’s under GRAP:
A. Stringently enforce/stop garbage burning in landfills and other places and impose
heavy fines on person responsible
Status/ Progress: Haryana is moving towards organised sector and 100% contract has
been given to a contractor on August 14 for door to door collection, secondary collection
and transportation, management of landfill and waste to energy plant at the landfill. From
December 14, this integrated system will commence. Only the secondary collection has
been started in Gurugram and Faridabad. The collection mechanism has to comply with
the SWM rules. The Commissioner explained that however, street cleaning and
collection would be managed by the municipal body. In addition, the municipalities are
encouraging decentralised segregation of waste in parallel through resident welfare
associations.
EPCA informed the gathering that under the EP Act, SWM rules allow for local bodies to
issue bye-laws. It explained that draft bye-laws have been made for Delhi and that these
will be shared with NCR municipal bodies so that they can issue similar bye-laws for
compulsory segregation and penalties for non-compliance.
In the meantime, enforcement has to be improved during winter months. CPCB
representative informed the gathering that they had issued directions to all state boards,
for onward transmission to local bodies that vigilance teams must be constituted to
check against garbage burning and to report and penalize such cases.
In Gurugram, a citizen app is formed to report the cases of waste burning. In addition,
vigilance teams have been formed (1 nodal + 4 zonal teams) which submit reports on
action taken once a month.
Faridabad has constituted the vigilance team last year. Delhi has 40 vigilance teams. In
Ghaziabad, vigilance teams constituting retired officials have already been formed. Spot
fine of Rs. 500 is imposed.
Observations and Decisions:
1. EPCA directed agencies to step up vigilance and to take action against the garbage
burning, particularly during the GRAP enforcement period, beginning October 15 to

March 15, when very poor and severe category will be in force. During this period,
the zonal teams would report the action taken once a week whereas the nodal team
would report every fortnight. These reports on cases of garbage burning and actions
taken would be sent to the respective municipal agencies and state boards as well
as to EPCA every fortnight.
2. EPCA directed that agencies would issue public notices to inform citizens of the
need to stop garbage burning as well as information on the cases where penalties
have been imposed and action taken. This will act as a deterrent. In addition, it
asked the Gurugram municipality to issue public notices to publicize the citizen APP,
which allows people to inform the authorities of any case of garbage burning.
3. EPCA directed that all municipalities that have ‘landfill’ to inform it of contingency
plans to contain burning, particularly during this period. The landfills are as follows:
a. Ghazipur: EDMC
b. Bhalswa: NDMC
c. Okhla: SDMC
d. Ghaziabad landfill
e. Bandhwari (Gurugram-Faridabad)
4. It was agreed that all pollution boards would issue public notices directing RWAs and
other colonies to provide electric heaters during winter to security staff to avoid
burning by them. This is included in the GRAP, under the very poor category.
B. Control on dust from construction sites and from roads with heavy traffic by water
sprinkling also on unpaved roads every two days
Observations and Decisions:
1. All NCR Pollution Control Boards will immediately issue directions to all road
construction agencies that they will include a plan for management of road dust at
the time of construction as well as for processing and disposal of the road
construction waste. This plan will be included in the contract and the concessionaire
will be made responsible for compliance. The plan will be sent to the respective state
pollution control boards as well as municipalities for their monitoring.
2. Chairman EPCA will write to Chief Secretaries (with copies to state pollution boards)
on the requirement to ensure that dust management is included in all sanction plans
of building above 20,000 sqmetres. The state agencies awarding this building
construction sanction would also be required to maintain a database of the projects
and the conditions that have been imposed.
C. Monitor pollution from existing thermal power plants in NCR
It has been decided that Badarpur thermal power plant will shut down from October 17,
2017. The Delhi government is issuing the necessary directions to this effect. Permanent
closure of the plant is on schedule for July 2018.

In addition, the following thermal power plants in NCR require monitoring:
a.
Dadri (UP) 1&2 (NTPC)
b.
Aravalli Jhajjar 1/2/3 (HPGCL/NTPC)
c.
CLP Jhajjar
d.
Panipat TPP (HPGCL)
Observations and Decisions:
1. EPCA directed CPCB to give it password access to the online monitoring of the above
mentioned thermal power plants so that it can also monitor pollution levels.
2. Haryana PCB was directed to provide EPCA with information on the pollution monitoring
of the plants in NCR.
D. Close/stringently enforce all pollution control regulations in industries
EPCA discussed the list of industries that have been submitted to it by the respective
pollution control boards, which use pet coke/furnace oil. It was discussed that all these
industries will require close monitoring to ensure that there is no pollution. The
respective boards will submit a detailed plan for monitoring of these industries to EPCA.
Strict action shall be ensured by Municipal Authorities and other concerned Authorities of
all the districts in NCR, i.e. UP, Haryana and Rajasthan
Representatives of other Municipal boards & Authorities assured EPCA that strict action
will be taken against garbage burning, construction dust and road dust
The Graded Response Action Plan under the category Severe and Very Poor will
commence from October 15, 2017. EPCA decided to review progress on implementation
of GRAP on October 17, 2017.
***

Minutes of the Meeting of the reconstituted EPCA for NCR region held under the
Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal on 11.10.2017 at 3:00 pm in the office of
Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core 6A, Third Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items: MIS for forecast and index of weather pattern and air quality in Delhi NCR in
accordance with the implementation of Graded Response Action Plan
In attendance
Chairman and Members EPCA
1. Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
2. Ms. Sunita Narain, Member, EPCA

3. Mr. A. Sudhakar, Member Secretary, CPCB
4. Dr. M.P. George, Sc. ‘D’, DPCC
5. Mr. V.K. Saraswat, PCO, Delhi Transport
6. Mr. Sanjay Kumar Jain, CE, NMCD
7. Mr. Arun Kumar, SE, EDMC
8. Mr. Rajiv Kumar Jain, SE, SDMC
9. Mr. O.P. Sharma, C.S.I Health, NDMC
10. Mr. S.K. Bhardwaj, SE, DJB
11. Mr. Vishnu Mathur , Director General, SIAM
Representative of Concerned Agencies

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dr. Vijay Kumar Seni, Head, EMRC, IMD
Mr. V.R. Bansal, SE, NMCD
Mr. S.K. Mishra, EE, NMCD
Mr. Mukesh Sharma, AE, NMCD
Mr. S.K. Garg, EE (Civil), SDMC
Mr. Rajiv Gupta

MIS for forecast and index of weather pattern and air quality in Delhi NCR
EPCA informed that it has started receiving 7 days weather forecasting data from IMD along with
wind forecast forward trajectories and wind backward trajectories but it is difficult to use these
trajectories to get data on wind speed and information about wind direction. Hence, IMD shall instead
of sharing wind trajectories shall provide EPCA, CPCB and DPCC data on wind speed and
information on wind direction. Member Secretary, CPCB informed that presently CPCB is using data
on wind speed and wind direction available on website windy.com but the data generated by IMD will
be more accurate. Member Secretary, CPCB suggested that IMD shall provide data on wind speed at
surface level as well as 900 meters and further share data on mixing height which is also an important
metrological parameter that affects pollutants concentration.
IMD agreed to provide data on following parameters: Wind Speed (Surface Level as well as 900
meters), Wind Direction and Mixing Height to EPCA, CPCB and DPCC.
Progress on installation of CAAQMS and data integration of MOES and SPCBs CAAQMS with
CPCB CAAQMS on common portal

EPCA informed that GRAP implementation will begin from October 15, 2017 and accordingly
reviewed the progress on installation of CAAQMS and their data integration.
DPCC representative informed that work of installation of CAAQMS is in progress and 15 or 16
stations expected to get commissioned on Monday and data will be transferred to CPCB.
Member Secretary, CPCB informed that tender process adopted for award of work of installation of 4
CAAQMS (3 Meerut and 1 Faridabad) has failed and re-tendering will be done in conventional
manner. However, CPCB will be carrying out manual ambient air quality monitoring for 24 hours at
the 4 locations (3 Meerut and 1 Faridabad) and AQI will be published separately.
Member Secretary, CPCB presented to EPCA the web portal prepared for display of Delhi-NCR AQI.
EPCA appreciated the efforts of CPCB and desired that a link to this portal be also given on website
of EPCA. EPCA observed that presently there are 17 stations (5 CPCB, 4 DPCC and 8 MoES) of
Delhi connected to this portal apart from CAAQMS of NCR. 15 or 16 more stations of DPCC will be
connected to this portal on Monday. EPCA asked CPCB to also show PM 2.5 and PM 10
concentration for all stations on the web portal.
EPCA said that daily report on AQI for all stations of CPCB, MoES and DPCC as well as common
AQI for Delhi shall be submitted by CPCB to EPCA.
EPCA said that the next GRAP review meeting will be convened on October 17, 2017.
***
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Pro.€edlngs of the Beview Meeting on ?k Pollutton attd hptementarion ot
GEded Resronse Actiotr Plan (GRAP)' with officials of itCR Dbtdns of
Hary.n. under th. ChalrmiBhip of Dr. Shur€tst, tAS lSctdl, Ch.trnan,
Envkonm€nt Pollullon lPrevertlon & €ontroll Aurhodty lEp(rg, h.ld at 0900
Hrs on U,10.2017 et Gymthin. Club, €uru$?m.

A meeting war o.ganized by Haryana St.te pottution Contmt Board
{HSPC8) under the Chakmanshlp of ft Bhurelal, tAs (8€td}, chairman,
Environm€nt Pollution (Prev€ntion & Control) Authodty {EPCn), at 09@ H6 on
11.10.2017, at Gymkh.n. Oub. Guru86.r to discuss vadors tssues retatin8 to
aar pollullon, review tie actlvitles take. by District Adminirtration, Munlcjpat
corpoBtion, Police depanmenr and otler stakeholde. Departments and the
statur of preparedne$ for implementation of Graded Eespon* Actaon ptan
{GRAP) in NCi oGt ds of Harya.a. Commissioners ot Muni.iPat Corpoctions
of Gu.usram and faridabad, O€plrry Commissioners of GurugEm and
faridabad, representatives of D€partments of poiice, MC, food/ rcp, CpcB,
Mo€f & CC, NHAI, Metro Project, Constructio. p@jecE and oth€r nakettotder
departments att€nded th€ meeting. The list of paricipants is enrlosed ar
A.nq. The Gsuet dis.sssed .nd the decisions talen duins the meetins are as

Member Secrerary, SPCA b.iefly outtined the status ofpo[urion in NCR
dist ics and dlfferent adivaties underralen bv district administration ard
Mlnicipal coryontions of NCi oistricts ofHary"na. He exptained that a bick
kil. unlt' which have not shifted to hproved emission tenchnoloty in the NCR
districls have already been closed down as per the ordeis of EPCA. He turther
info,med that B series of review meeti.gs have been und€dat(en whh NcR
Distric:ts and instructions as well as directions h:ve been tssued ro
DCr,
Muni.ipal CorpoEtions and other stakehold€r departrnents ro addresr the air
pollution in NCR disrri.rs.

.[

Commissioner, Muicipal CoQoration, Gurugram (MCG) elaborated the
adions taken by rvlcc for prevention of garbaSe buminB ir it5 judsdicrion. rhe
issoe relating to h)rnin8 of Earlase outside the corpoEti jldsdiction a.d
Deputy Commissioner GurusEm assured that he would take up nece$ary
action through distriEt administrdtion and panrhayat Depadment offciats. DC,
Gurugram explained th€ activities raken by him to reautate the use of crackeE
and to prevent illegalsale ofthesame, in the lightofthe rcrent supreme Coun

dkectionr- He also explain€d the neps taken lo co.trol the .ongstion in the
msjor bottlen€rk 2.eas.
Coryoration,
Deplty Cohmissioner cum Commissioner of
^,lunicipBl
to prevent Earbaee
Faddabad, b efly outllned the activitiB taken by hlm
buming, du5t frcm road construction sites and the actions t k n in view of the
oneoing FlfA lU'17) tol]rnament. Hq €xplained that regul.r tpinkli.S of all
NHAI construction sites, tollareas and washins pla.ls ls b€ing done to contair

the dustemission. H€ also info.med the efforts taken by hi5 administration in
pro.urins electric heate6 from different 5ources (including NGOS) for
.hNkidaB of sated communlties and la.se. societies to prevent F.baEe
buming durlnS winter reason. He nrnher informed of his initiatives taken to
control illeg.lsale of.Ecteu and awareness campaiSns condlded at !.hool
lev€|. to facllitate an 'eco'frie.dly and 'c.acterfree' Diwall
Deputy Commissioher of Police (Traffic), Faidabad, explained the steps
taken byhls Department in divertinsthe nonnenined vehlcles and in reducinB
the conSestion during peal hou6. Representative of CPCB requested that
action taken report ol the teatu .onstituted tor Bonitoring and control of
garbaBe burninE, construction 5ite5 and e.le of chckeE be *nt to cPcB

Dr Bhurelal expr€ss€d hissatGhction over the adiom initiated as wetlas
the pmpos€d activities by the NCfi Oinricts of Haryana. He elaboEted on the
varjous actions to b€ taten up durins different lewG of pollutlon, as identifred
by aQl

i. ihe

Notification and the responsibility of different stakeholder
depanments, allDepdnmenrs dseured hih ofthen coop€ration to follow the
€uidelines and ensu.e compliance.
GRAP

He advisedthat the MCG and didrict admininEtion of Gurugan should
identifythe *nsit:v€ points in the dist.id and addre$:h€m visorouslythrough
specially deployed staff,lo add.ess the localized pollution i5tues. He indicated
that, the T junction in NH 8 (wherc the seruice lane is always oc€upied bv
trucl(' resultingin overcrowded junetion area)and Manesar,which requiled an
lnderpess totrcklethe @ns€stion, ar€ the typiolebmples, rcqunitrg specifi.
intetuentions, Similarly, in case of Badarplr- Fa.idabad border, the issue of
consestion should be addressed, he advised. lnstructions were issued to Police
Department to identifo the hot spoti of .ongestio. and to deploy spe.ial
additional daff on resular basis to taclle the irsue. Police Department was

/

also advised to synchronize the raffic lichts to avoid congestio., chaiman
also sought the d€tails of diveBion of non-denined vehlcles to D€lhi and
app.eciated the effons oa Poli.e Department of Hary.M.

Chaiman also advised that to take care of the road dust containmen(
the sweepinB hou's have to be modltied (eithe. in ea y moming or in late
niEht houu) and pedestrian Pathw:ys have to be covered ProPetly He also
diected that all ihe co.struction sites have to be mo.itorcd th@ugh joint
teams involvinB dinrict administration, HsPcB, flUDA and McG officials, which
have to condud specialpatrolllngfor identitication of violation ofnorm5.

while apprc.iating the efforts of MCG in addressing the Eata8e burnin8
issue, he advised tiat all NCR dlstricts should consthute teams for mo.itoring
the Earba8e bu.ning and these teams should tal€ up regular Patrolling
activities, He further advised that th€y shou{d send a weeklyreport to 85PCB
tor funhe, compilation ai State l€vel.
Simlla.ly, for addre$ins the issu€ ofdlst emission in construction sites
as well as due to t6nsport of cofftruction materi.l in uncovered vucl6, he
dircded that special teams be constituted for the same with offci.h f$m
HSPC8, district administration, MC and HUOA who will undertEle special
ddves to identifo the vlolatots a.d impose penalty as per the di.ections of
Hon'ble NGI. A monthly rcport b€ sent to HSPC8 HO, after mmPilatio. at
district level, by the BO of HSPC8, he desired. The repres€ntatlvet of
construction Proje.ts, who attended th€ meetin8, werc also advhed to follow
the pollution control no.hs rellglously, failing which strict a.llon will be
ihit'ated, it wa3 decided.
Chanman was critl€lon the role of NHAI in containin8 the dust emission
in its proj€ct. The officiak of NHAI, present in the m€eting were advised to
stridly enforce the pollution controlnorms and give a prope. cover^hade fo.
ali its project sites. oistrid adminirt.ation was requested to superuise the
same on a .erula. basis and to hold meetins with the offi€iak, whenever

caalman requened the Dinrict authorities to enforc€ the die.tio.s of
Hon'bl€ Supreme Court to ban the sale and transport of fiacke6 in NcR
Districts rince the succ€ss lies onlyon the implementation ol these dhections.
For inplementation of the diGctions, special t€ams be co.stitrrt€d by the

djst.i.t administration, involving poli€e ofiicaals, to check the illeEal 5ale and
Chai.man war b efed of the statls of installaiion of Continlous
Ambient Air Quality Monitoring 5t tions {CAAQMS) ln NCR Districls o, Haryana.
He was explained that out of 19 statlons to be installed in Harya.a, 12 are
goins to be insralled in Ncn Dinricts, for whrctr the te.der has slready bee.
floated, appli.ations received, technical bids opened and scrutinized, tinancial
bids a.e to be opened after gettin8 approval t om th€ Board, and t will be
coFpieted after its due appBval lrcm Hish Power Purchase Committee and
maytaleanolher 3 monthstime,lt was infomed. Chaiman advised that the
pro.ess be expedit€d wath specaal focus and be would talt to Chief Sec.etary in
this re8ard, he,nforme.l.

Ihe

Chaiman discussed the requarement of introduction of an effecrive
public transport system in NCR Districts, esrecialiy in GuruEcm and Fa dabad.
aommlesion€r, MCG explalned about the initiativer taten by the Co.poratioi
and GMDA in this r€Eard and Cfiairma. appreciated the etrorts tiketr so fa.
He advlsed that the State should ldehi{y morc sit€s for CNG stations so lhat it
beemes a feasible option jnthe long run,

€hakman desired that the PUC norms be €nforced stictly and
netwo*in8 of al, PUC Centres be done at the earliest by the State. He also
advised thatthe Pow€r Oepartment b€ advired to €nsu.e unint€rrupted power

for

supply to NCR DlstricB, €sp€clally to Gurugram and Faridabad,
oiding the
use ofDG set'. Ie also dis.uss€d the lssue of use offumace oiland pet coke in
the induski€s ir NCR DinriEts and he was appds€d that the same is pending
w'th CPCB and the Stat€ will@hprwnh the dire.tions ol CPCB in this regard.

Chaiman desired that a comprehenrive advedisem€nt be issued by
HSPCB on the salient fe.t!.es of Gmded Response Action Pian and its
implementation pattem in NCR DistricE so that the publ'c be aware -jf the
same. He soueht the active coope€tion of all the nakeholder departm€nts in
matisatinsthe air pollution irsues durine the forthcomins winterseason.
The m€etihE €nded with thanks to allthe participants.
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Minutes of the Meeting of EPCA held under the Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal at 3:00 pm on
October 17, 2017 in the office of Supreme Court Monitoring Committee, Core 6A, Third Floor,
India Habitat Centre
Agenda items: Implementation of Graded Response Action Plan.
In Attendance:
Chairman and Members EPCA
1. Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
2. Ms. Sunita Narain, Member, EPCA
3. Mr. A Sudhakar, Member Secretary, CPCB
4. Mr. S.M.Ali, MS, DPCC
5. Mr. Ajay Kumar, AE (Civil), DJB
6. Mr. Arun Kumar, SE, EDMC
7. Mr. S.K. Garg, EE (Civil), SDMC
8. Mr. V.K. Saraswat, PCO, Delhi Transport Dept.
9. Mr. Ravinder Soni, ACP, Delhi Traffic Police
10. Mr. Vishnu Mathur, Director General, SIAM
Representative of Concerned Agencies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mr. Aditya Sharma, Sc. ‘D’, CPCB
Dr. Anil Kumar, Director, Department of Environment, GNCTD
Dr. P.K.M.K. Das, RO, HSPCB
Mr. A.K. Tiwari, RO, UPPCB Greater Noida
Dr. B B Awasthi, RO, UPPCB

EPCA convened this meeting in continuation of the last meeting held on September 26, 2017 to review
progress on implementation of the Graded Response Action Plan.
EPCA observed that Air Quality Index (AQI) for Delhi NCR is already in the ‘poor-very poor category’
at the start of winter. Therefore, it has been decided to impose the “Very poor and Severe category AQI in
the Graded Response Action Plan from today, that is October 17, 2017 onwards as a precautionary
measure so that pollution level does not increase further and emergency situation can be avoided for
Delhi-NCR. The ‘Very Poor and Severe’ category will continue to be imposed till March 15, 2018.
Action points listed for Severe and Very Poor Category AQI in the Graded Response Action Plan were
discussed and decisions taken/ directions issued are as given below:
A. Measures for immediate implementation, based on the Very Poor and Severe Category
1. Closure of Badarpur power plant and to maximize generation of power from existing natural gas
based plants to reduce operation of coal based power plants in the NCR.
MS, DPCC informed the meeting that operation of Badarpur power plant is already closed from yesterday
in compliance of DPCC directions. EPCA expressed that next step would be to ensure operation of
natural gas based power plant at Bawana at optimum capacity in case of very poor AQI.

2. Closure of brick kilns
EPCA said that directions have already been issued by EPCA to SPCBs to brick kilns operating in NCR
to convert to zig zag kilns (induced/ natural draught with rectangular shape) by September 30, 2017
failing which these shall be not allowed to operate this winter season.
SPCBs representative informed that action is being taken against the brick kilns found operating without
conversion to zig-zag. EPCA directed that strict compliance of EPCA’s directions be ensured.
3. Stop use of diesel generator sets
EPCA said that operation of DG sets in Delhi is to be banned from today except for the essential services
that are already defined by Delhi Govt. in consultation with EPCA.
EPCA expressed since there is a problem of power supply in NCR the ban on use of DG sets is not being
imposed from today. However, it will be imposed if there is further increase in pollution levels i.e. in case
of severe AQI category. States shall be prepared to make arrangements for continuous power supply in
NCR.
B. Preparedness for implementation of other measures in Severe and Very Poor Category
1. Hot Mix plants, Stone Crushers
EPCA expressed that it would be required to close down the hot mix plants operating in NCR in very
poor condition as these are also a major source of pollution, hence, SPCBs shall be prepared to take action
against these in case the pollution levels further in Delhi NCR.
EPCA directed the following:
1. HSPCB, UPPCB and RSPCB to prepare a list of hot mix plants operating in NCR districts in
preparation of closure and submit the list to EPCA.
2. DPCC to issue directions to road owning agencies using mobile hot mix plants to take adequate
measures for control of pollution.
3. All SPCBs to ensure tight vigilance on hot mix plants.
EPCA received a complaint against the pollution caused by hot mix plant operating in village Lohat,
Tehcisl Bahadurgarh, District Jhajjar. The said complaint was handed over to HSPCB official to take
immediate action and inform action taken to EPCA by tomorrow.
2. Stone crushers
EPCA was informed that there are three major clusters of stone crushers operating in NCR i.e. Pali and
Mohatabad in Haryana and Bharatpur in Rajasthan and these can be a major source of pollution.
EPCA said that these would require to be closed down in case of severe AQI category.
EPCA directed the following:

HSPCB and RSPCB to carry out inspection of stone crusher units to check status of implementation of
pollution control measures and submit weekly action taken report against the defaulter units to EPCA.
3. Thermal Power Plants (other than Badarpur)
EPCA directed CPCB to give password access to the online monitoring of these thermal power plants so
that it can also monitor pollution levels.
4. Intensify public transport services. Introduce differential rates to encourage off-peak travel.
Transport Department, Delhi representative informed that tender for procurement of 2000 buses is in
process. Cabinet clearance on the proposal has already been obtained.
EPCA decided to convene a separate meeting with DMRC and Transport Department of Delhi and NCR
districts to discuss the matter.
5. Increase frequency of mechanized cleaning of road and sprinkling of water on roads. Identify
road stretches with high dust generation.
EPCA observed that there is a need to identify high impact roads that needs urgent dust control and
decided the following:
a. DPCC, HSPCB, RSPCB and UPPCB to identify 3 high impact roads that needs urgent dust control and
submit details to EPCA.
b. A separate meeting to be convened with NHAI to discuss the status of measures adopted to minimize
pollution from road construction projects as well as the roads with them in NCR.
6. Enhance parking fee by 3-4 times
EPCA said that the draft parking policy is under consideration of the Hon’ ble Lieutenant Governor,
Delhi and higher parking fee would be imposed in case of severe AQI category.
EPCA directed Municipal Corporation(s) in Delhi and NCR to work out mechanism on how to charge 3-4
times higher user parking fees and modify the contract to obtain the same from the parking contractor.
7. Increase bus and metro services by augmenting contract buses and increasing frequency of
service
EPCA decided to convene a separate meeting with DMRC and Transport Department of Delhi and NCR
districts to discuss the matter.
8. Stop use of coal/firewood in hotels and open eateries
MS, DPCC informed that the ban on use of coal/firewood in hotels and open eateries in Delhi is already
enforced.
EPCA also discussed the status of notification to be issued on ban on use and sale of fuels other than the
acceptable fuels in Delhi. MS, DPCC informed that draft notification has been put up to Minister for

approval. EPCA requested DPCC to get the matter expedited and to get the final notification issued at the
earliest.
9. Residential Welfare Associations and individual house owners to provide electric heaters during
winter to security staff to avoid open burning by them.
MS, DPCC informed that the matter has already been taken up with RWA and it has been advised to
provide proper winter clothes to security guards so as to avoid open burning by them. All state boards
were directed to publish advertisements asking for this to be done.
10. Alert in newspapers/TV/radio to advise people with respiratory and cardiac patients to avoid
polluted areas and restrict outdoor movement.
It was discussed that this information is currently available on the website of CPCB and as conditions get
more severe there may be requirement to put out information to the general public. This issue would be
discussed in future meetings.
Other discussion
EPCA also discussed the matter of enforcement on garbage burning, construction activities and pollution
control regulation in Industries and issued the following directions:
1. All four Pollution Control Boards to tighten enforcement and impose fines on garbage burning and
construction activities causing pollution in compliance of the orders passed by the Hon’ ble NGT in OA
21/2014 Vardhamaan Kaushik Vs UoI and Others and give weekly report to EPCA.
2. All four Pollution Control Boards to tighten enforcement on pollution control regulation to be
implemented by air polluting industries operating in Delhi/ NCR.
The decisions taken during the meeting were prioritized into three categories: A, B and C as
summarized below and these are required to be implemented as AQI crosses very poor category
and reaches severe or severe+ category:
Category A (pertaining to very poor category)
1. Enforcement/Closure of all hot mix plants in Delhi-NCR.
2. Work to get operation of Bawana power plant at full capacity.
3. Enforcement/Closure of all industries operating on pet coke/ furnace oil in Delhi NCR.
Category B (pertaining to severe category)
1. Enforcement/Closure of all stone crushers operating in Delhi/ NCR
2. Ban on operation of DG Sets in NCR districts.
3. Increase in parking fees by 3-4 times by Municipal Corporations in Delhi NCR
Category C (Action to address hotspots of high pollution)

a. Anand Vihar
b. Bhiwadi
c. Ghaziabad
Member Secretary, CPCB expressed that CPCB is fully geared up to do the needful in
implementation of GRAP but the main implementing agencies do not appear to be prepared even
though the GRAP was launched long time back in January 2017.
EPCA decided to review progress on implementation of GRAP on October 24, 2017.
***

Minutes of the meeting of Re-constituted EPCA held under the Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal
at 4:30 pm on 24.10.2017 in the office of
Centre for Science and Environment, Core 6A, Fourth Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items: Permission for use of DG sets in the events: A) World Food Day and b) Paryatan Parv
In attendance:
Chairman and Members EPCA
1. Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
2. Ms. Sunita Narain, Member, EPCA
3. Mrs. Varsha Joshi, IAS, Commissioner, Transport Dept., GNCTD
4. Mr. Naresh Kumar, IAS, Chairman, NDMC
5. Dr. R anbir Singh, IAS, Commissioner, EDMC
6. Mr. A. Sudhakar, Member Secretary, CPCB
7. Dr. Anil Kumar, Director, Environment Dept., GNCTD
8. Mr. Ajay Kumar, AE, DJB
9 Mr. Ravinder Soni, ACP, Delhi Traffic Police
10. Mr. Vishnu Mathur, Director General, SIAM
Representatives of Concerned Agencies
1. Mr. J.P. Meena, IAS, Secretary, Ministry of Food Processing Industries, GoI
2. Ms. Seema Arora, DDG, CII
3. Mr. Virendra Gupta, DDG, CII
4. Mr. A.K. Joshi, CE, NDMC
5. Representatives of DISCOMS
Discussion and Decisions of the Meeting
A. World Food Day
Secretary, Ministry of Food Processing informed that a global event “World Food Day” is being
organized by the Ministry at C-Hexagaon, India Gate Lawns from November 3-5, 2017 for which
there is a power requirement of 30 MW and it is proposed to meet the requirement by using DG sets
as there are no alternative means available for supply of power to this location as already explored
with NDMC.
Chairman, NDMC informed that the infrastructure i.e. sub-station which is needed for supply of
power is not available.
Secretary, Power, GNCTD suggested that mobile sub-station can be arranged to meet the power
requirement. Chairman, NDMC replied that it cannot be arranged in such short span of time.
Chairman, NDMC informed that option of using natural gas based DG sets was also explored but
these are also not available.

Considering that a major function is already planned and that there is constraint of alternate power
sources and shortage of time to arrange mobile sub-station/natural gas DG, EPCA permitted use of
DG sets during the event. Secretary, Ministry of Food Processing Industries assured EPCA that DG
sets will be used for bare minimum.
B. Paryatan Parv
Ministry of Tourism representative informed EPCA that the event is already on and that tomorrow is
the last day of event. NDMC is already supplying power for the event but permission is needed from
EPCA to allow DG sets as a backup in case of power failure. Chairman, NDMC expressed that
permission may be given however it was assured that there would be no power failure and therefore
the use of the DG set would not be required.
EPCA said DG sets allowed as backup considering the fact that there is clear assurance from NDMC
that DG sets would not be required to be used.
The issue of power supply for other events such as Chhath pooja and other such functions was
discussed. Secretary, Power, GNCTD and DISCOMS informed that there is surplus power available
in Delhi and such temporary power requirement would be given within 24 hours. Representatives of
DISCOMS said that they are in a position to provide temporary connection within 24hrs of receipt of
the request. The following was decided:
1.No further exemptions would be granted for use of DG sets for festivals or weddings as it would
negate the purpose of the ban in the very poor and severe months.
2. DISCOMS would take out public advertisement announcing that they will provide temporary
connections during the winter months within 24 hours of the receipt of the application.
3. DISCOMS would provide to the Delhi power secretary daily reports on the outages in the power in
the city. This report would be given to EPCA every fortnight.
EPCA reiterated that the ban is on usage of the DG sets and therefore people are allowed to keep them
as back-up, but the objective is that in Delhi because of surplus power there should be no reason to
use the DG set and therefore add to the pollution. All efforts have to be made to ensure that this is
done.
EPCA has already written to the NCR states of UP/Rajasthan/Haryana to ascertain their power
situation so that such a ban can be imposed in these states, if necessary.
***

Minutes of the meeting of Re-constituted EPCA held under the
Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal at 3:00 noon on 31.10.2017 in the office of
Centre for Science and Environment, Core 6A, Fourth Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items: Ban on use of Furnace oil and Pet Coke in NCR in compliance of the Hon’
ble Supreme Court order dated 24.10.2017 in W.P. (C) 13029 of 1985 M.C.
Mehta vs UoI.
In attendance:
Chairman and Members EPCA
1. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
2. Sunita Narain, Director general, CSE
3. Varsha Joshi, IAS, Principal Secretary cum Commissioner Transport, GNCTD
4. A.Sudhakar, Member Secretary, CPCB
5. S.M. Ali, Member Secretary, DPCC
6. Mr. A.K. Baghi, Associate Professor, Dept. of Chemistry, Dayal Singh College, D.U.
7. Sanjiv Agarwal, AE, DJB
8. Rohit Kumar, JE, DJB
9. P K Gaur, NDMC
10. Manoj Kumar, DEMS
Representative of Concerned Agencies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

N K Gupta, AD, CPCB
Dr Anil Kumar, Director, Environment, GNCTD
M P George, Scientist D, DPCC
B L Chawla, SEE, DPCC
Shyam Sundar, EE, DPCC
Dr. P K M K Das, RO, HSPCB

7. Shri Aniruddha Kumar, IAS, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Power, GoI + 1
8. R K Baderia, GM, Environment Engg. , NTPC
9. V Ravi Babu, GM, NTPC
10. S K Sinha, GGM, NTPC Dadri
11. R K Verma, NTPC Dadri
12. S K Majumdar, AGM, NTPC Dadri
13. Sandeep Gupta, AGM, NTPC
14. Alok Raizada, AGM, NTPC
15. BMS Rawat, AGM, NTPC
16. B L Sharma, GM (O&M), NTPC Jhajjar
17. Prashant Kumar, Ex. Director (Technical), Mohapatra
18. Brajesh Kumar, Senior VP, BYPL
19. Vijay Panpalia, ASVP, BRPL

20. Uttam Kumar, Manager, TPDDL
21. Ashish Kumar Dutta, AGM

22. Vishal Bhatia, DGM, IGL
23. D Sawant, GM, GAIL
24. Ajay Sinha, DGM, GAIL Gas
25. P.K. Pandey, VP (Marketing)
26. Anoop Dhar, VP, Haryana City Gas
27. Amitabh Ranjan, VP, Haryana City Gas
28. Rajiv Sharma, Adani Gas Ltd.
29. Bhashit Dholakia, Adani Gas Ltd
30. Manohar Kukreja, GM, IOCL
31. G K Sardana, DGM, IOCL
32. S C Das, IOCL
33. G Shanker, GM, IOCL
34. Sanjay Luthra, GM
35. R K Chaudhary, GM, IOCL
36. Rameshwar Singh, DGM, IOCL
37. Debashish Nandi, IOCL
38. Noor Khan, Chief Manager, IOCL
39. Raghavendra Singh, SM, IOCL
40. H Vyas, Ed. Tech., State Level Oil Coordinator
41. Dinesh Sharma, Head (Specified products), HPCL Mittal Energy Gas Ltd.
42. Rohit Arya, DM, HPCL Mittal Energy Ltd.
43. Umesh P Singh, Chief Manager, HPCL
44. Anil Kumar Gupta, Chief Regional Manager, HPCL
45. Ashok Kumar T, HPCL
46. Sanjay Kargaonkar, Territory Manager, BPCL
47. Tanmay Jaiswal, Chief Manager, BPCL
48. Mahesh Advani, Head-Sales, ESSAR Pvt. Ltd.
49. Rohit Dudeja, DGM, ESSAR Oil Ltd.
50. N K Bansal, Director (Operations & Maintenance), FIPI
51. Chranjeet Singh, SIA, SBD
52. Davinder Saproo, AGM
53. S. Mohanty, Sr. Vice President, Reliance Industries Limited.

EPCA informed that the Hon’ ble Supreme Court vide order dated 24.10.2017 in W.P. (C)
13029 of 1985: M.C. Mehta vs UoI has placed a ban on use of Furnace oil and Pet Coke in
the state of U.P., Haryana and Rajasthan from November 01, 2017. Since the ban was
imposed based on the EPCA Report No. 72 “Mandating Acceptable Fuels and
Recommending Ban on Sale and use of Furnace oil and Pet Coke in NCR” which was for
NCR, EPCA has come out with a clarification that ban is to be imposed on the districts of the
three states falling in NCR. EPCA said that this clarification has already been put on EPCA
website and been communicated to Chief Secretary of the three States on October 27, 2017.
EPCA in its letter to the state government has said as follows:
a. The ban on pet coke and furnace oil is confined to NCR as it is based on the
EPCA report no 72, which was restricted to NCR. State governments of
Rajasthan, Haryana and UP are expected to notify this ban for districts in their
state in NCR. But if this notification is not done then regardless, the ban comes
into effect from November 1, 2017.
b. All industries (categories listed), regardless of location, are expected to comply
with standards for SOX and NOx as in the draft notification presented to court
by MoEF&CC on October 24, 2017. All these industries will be required to
install Online Continuous Emission Monitoring System (OCEMS) to monitor
emissions of SOx.
This meeting is called to discuss the following issues to ensure implementation and
compliance with the directions of the Hon’ble Supreme Court:
1. Preparedness of power discoms and utilities to provide uninterrupted power to
Delhi and NCR districts of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan, in view of
the ban on the use of pet coke/furnace oil.
2. Utilization and state of readiness of piped natural gas for industrial and
domestic energy requirements.
3. Steps to be taken by oil marketing companies to ensure compliance with the
directions
4. Steps to be taken so that import of these commodities, which are currently
allowed under OGL, are restricted in the above-mentioned states/region.
Agenda 1. Preparedness of power discoms and utilities to provide uninterrupted power
to Delhi and NCR districts of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan, in view of the ban
on the use of pet coke/furnace oil.
Joint Secretary, Union Ministry of Power informed EPCA that power generation is not
a problem. This region and the country has surplus power and therefore, they are in
position to meet additional demand. The issue he said would be of the last mile distribution
and therefore, what needed to be understood is the preparedness of state electricity boards
and distribution companies to supply power. However, he said that the Union ministry would
be willing to assist if there is any problem in the supply and to help in the improvement of the
infrastructure.

It was agreed that if there is any problem that is faced by industries to source this
power, EPCA would convene further meetings, including with state distribution
companies.
Agenda 2: Utilization and state of readiness of piped natural gas for industrial and
domestic energy requirements.
EPCA reviewed the availability of gas and preparedness of companies to supply gas to
industries and other customers with all the companies that have distribution rights in NCR.
Availability of natural gas in NCR for use as industrial fuel

Gas Selling Companies

State/City

Region catered

New Delhi

Delhi
Ghaziabad

IGL

Uttar Pradesh
Gautam Budh Nagar
Haryana

Rewari (including Dharuhera &
Bawal)
Bhiwadi

Gail India Ltd

Rajasthan
Neemrana
Uttar Pradesh

Meerut

Haryana

Sonepat

Haryana City Gas Distribution
Haryana
Limited

Gurgaon

Gail Gas Ltd.

Uttar Pradesh
Adani

Khurja
Faridabad

Haryana
Palwal
Natural Gas company representatives informed EPCA that they have infrastructure ready for
supply of natural gas to industries in NCR. Pipeline is already laid in the industrial areas. Any
industry that applies will be provided connection.
EPCA said that it has been told by industries that gas companies demand high initial deposit
and take too long to give gas connection. EPCA said that the efforts to clean air of DelhiNCR should not be jeopardized by gas companies. EPCA directed that the gas companies
should provide good customer service and provide gas at competitive rates.
Natural gas company representative informed EPCA that they have visited some industries in
NCR for sale of gas but they were informed that they have other alternative fuels such as coal
and carbon black feed stock (CBFS) available for combustion.

EPCA discussed the characteristics of CBFS with oil companies and was informed it falls
into the category of furnace oil. The companies explained that CBFS is another name for
furnace oil. EPCA clarified that this would mean that the ban is also on this product.
As far as other fuels are concerned, EPCA made its position clear that it was not asking for
bans on further kinds of fuels, including coal. However, it would be difficult for industries to
comply with the draft standards issued by MOEF&CC if they were using high sulphur fuels.
Therefore, the strategy is to ban; remove the most polluting fuels from use in NCR and then
allow the rest of the fuels to compete under strict emission standards.
The issue of cost was also discussed. Gas companies said that they were at a disadvantage
because natural gas was not under GST. Therefore, while tax on pet coke/furnace oil was
credited back to industries, this was not the case in gas. But they said they would do their best
to ensure that customers were satisfied with their service.
EPCA agreed to monitor this and to resolve any issues that would arise in supply between
industries and gas companies if necessary.

Agenda 3. Steps to be taken by oil marketing companies to ensure compliance with the
directions
Reliance Industries representative informed that furnace oil and pet coke are supplied to
channel partners/ distributors through online SAP software and the supply to the channel
partners can be easily stopped. He further informed that affidavits have been taken from
channel distributors to not supply any of these fuels in NCR and that in case any noncompliance is observed legal action can be easily initiated.
Essar Industries representative informed that they will be able to restrict supply of fuel to
distributors in NCR. There will be no despatch of product from tomorrow onwards. Further,
indemnity bond will be signed with the suppliers and any suppliers found in breach of
contract will have to bear the consequences.
IOCL representative informed that they will also be able to restrict sale of these fuels in
districts in NCR and further bonds have been signed with distributors supplying these fuels
outside NCR to not supply in any case in NCR. HPCL and BPCL representative also
informed that as they supply these fuels directly to customer and this will be stopped from
November 01, 2017.
All oil marketing companies expressed that the bonds signed with suppliers to not to supply
these fuels in NCR are enforceable documents. EPCA appreciated the efforts made by oil
companies. EPCA directed all three SPCBs to tighten enforcement and any case of
violation be immediately reported to the concerned oil company which will take action
against the supplier for breach of the agreement/ contract.
EPCA further directed SPCBs to carry out random inspection of industries to check the
type of fuel used by these post the ban and give report to EPCA.
Oil companies discussed about supply of CBFS to the industries that are using it as feedstock.
EPCA said that supply of CBFS for use as feedstock is allowed as its report had

recommended ban on the use of pet coke as a combustion fuel. EPCA said that in no case
should pet coke and furnace oil be supplied or used as fuel for combustion in NCR.
Oil companies also raised concern that even as they will stop the sale in NCR, there is ready
availability of these fuels through import. The import of furnace oil and pet coke is allowed
under OGL.
EPCA agreed that this was a matter of concern and it would take it up with the Ministry of
Commerce.
During the meeting, EPCA also discussed the matter of providing temporary power
connection for events/ functions and other requirements within 24 hours by DISCOMS in
light of ban on use of DG sets in Delhi. Secretary, Power informed that all efforts are being
made by DISCOMS to provide power connection within 24 hours. However, it is technically
not possible to provide connection more than 50 KW in 24 hours as there are safety issues to
be addressed by DISCOMS while providing such connections. However, connections less
than 50 KW will be provided within 24 hours. Secretary, Power further informed that in
addition the issue of high security fees and high one time fees is also being looked into by
DERC for ease of customers.
The conclusions of the meeting and following agenda is as below:
1. Adequate power is available for supply to industries in the region as an
alternative fuel. The Union ministry is prepared to assist to get infrastructure
upgraded for distribution if required.
2. Gas companies have gas and distribution network to supply in the region.
3. EPCA will work closely to monitor and to assist industries in case they is any
problem with supply of gas.
4. Oil companies will ensure that they put in systems to strictly restrict sale of
furnace oil and pet coke in NCR.
5. The strategy is to ban the dirtiest of fuels in NCR and then to allow industries to
use other fuels, including coal or gas but ensuring that they meet emission
standards (draft issued on MOEF&CC website).
6. CBFS is also banned as it is a furnace oil and cannot be used as a substitute.
7. Pet coke use is allowed as feedstock but not for combustion.
It was agreed that strict enforcement would be required so that the gains of this important
direction to ban the dirtiest and most polluting fuels is not lost.
***

Minutes of the meeting of Re-constituted EPCA held under the
Chairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal at 2:30 pm on 7.11.2017 in the office of
Centre for Science and Environment, Core 6A, Fourth Floor, India Habitat Centre
Agenda items: Implementation of Graded Response Action Plan in Delhi-NCR.
In attendance:
Chairman and Members EPCA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
Ms. Sunita Narain, Director General, CSE
Mr. A. Sudhakar, Member Secretary, CPCB
Mr. V.K Jain, EE, DPCC
Dr. P.K. Sharma, Medical Officer of Health & Director (Health Services), NDMC
Mr. Pradeep Khandelwal, CE, EDMC
Mr. R.K. Mehta, SE, NMCD
Mr. S.K. Garg, EE, SDMC
Mr. Ajay Kumar, AE, DJB
Mr. V.K. Saraswat, PCO, Transport Department, Delhi
Mr. Ravinder Soni, ACP, Delhi Traffic Police
Mr. K.K. Gandhi, ED, SIAM
Representative of Concerned Agencies

1. Dr. Prashant Gargava, Sc. ‘E’, CPCB
2. Mrs. Garima Sharma, Sc. ‘C’, CPCB
3. Mr. Ashok K. Tiwari, R.O. UPPCB, Greater Noida
4. Mr. S.A. Verma, GM, DMRC
5. Mr. Asghar Ali, Sr. DGM, DMRC
6. Mr. Anil J. Kurian, Manager (Envt.) DMRC
7. Mr. Vikas Jain, PCO, Transport Department, Delhi
8. Mr. S.K. Jha, CE, NDMC
9. Mr. M.S. Khan, Addl. CE, NDMC
10. Mr. T.R. Meena, SE, NDMC
11. Mr. Arun Kumar,SE, EDMC
12. Mr. Yogendra Sharma, EE, NMCD
13. Mr. Lokesh Kr. Meena, AE, SDMC
EPCA convened this meeting to review the air quality status of Delhi-NCR and progress on
implementation of GRAP.
Member Secretary, CPCB informed that both Delhi and NCR are having are having air quality in severe
category and this will continue to prevail for next 48 hours in light of the weather conditions prevailing in
Delhi-NCR. Member Secretary further informed that currently Delhi and its neighboring region are seeing
almost still conditions at the ground level, but in the upper atmosphere there are two wind masses – one
from Punjab, which is bringing pollutants from crop burning and the other from eastern UP, which is

bringing moisture. These are colliding at the higher altitude. This is leading to conditions where there is
both moisture and pollution as well as no wind at the ground level.
Considering the severe air quality condition prevailing in Delhi-NCR, EPCA decided that the actions
points listed under Severe Category of GARP are required to be implemented by the State Govt’s. of
NCR immediately.

EPCA directed the Govt. of Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Delhi to implement the following
actions listed in the severe and very poor category AQI in GRAP:
1. Closure of all brick kiln, other than those that have been certified to have converted to zig
zag. As of date, not a single brick kiln has been verified. All brick kilns in NCR will be shut.
2. Closure of all hot mix plants
3. Closure of all stone crushers
4. Immediately intensify public transport service, by ensuring there are more buses on road,
which are run with reliable service.
5. All state pollution control boards to immediately impose fines on all road constructing
agencies where there are inadequate dust control measures. Taking into account the
provision of C&D rules, which allow for penalty of up to Rs 5 lakh for construction dust
mismanagement, EPCA is directing for a fine of Rs 50,000 to be imposed as penalty per day
per stretch for inadequate road dust control.
6. Intensification of mechanized road sweeping and sprinkling of water
7. Immediate enhancement of parking fee by 4 times and depositing additional funds in
dedicated parking fund with municipalities
8. Immediately stop use of coal and firewood in hotels and eateries. Implement the Hon’ble
Supreme Court order on pet coke and furnace oil.
9. Intensify traffic management in all hotspots and increase deployment of traffic police to
avoid congestion.
EPCA further directed Delhi Govt. to implement the following additional actions:
1. Immediately increase frequency of service of Delhi Metro, including deploying more
coaches and introduction of lower fares during off peak hours during this severe period.
2. Continuation of the ban on use of generator sets in Delhi, with exceptions only as defined by
DPCC for essential services.
3. Intensify the enforcement of non-destined goods traffic into Delhi by physically checking all
vehicles and turning them back – also, putting out public announcements of the numbers
that are turned back.
EPCA said that it is also monitoring the situation carefully in coordination with the CPCB task force.
Given the prevailing conditions and the concern about the possible deterioration in weather conditions, it
is possible that severe plus or emergency conditions would need to be imposed in the coming days. EPCA
directed governments to ensure that all agencies are ready to implement tougher measures as laid down in
GRAP.
***

Annexure 3: List and attached letters to state governments issuing
directives under GRAP
List of letters issued by EPCA Chairman to State Governments
regarding implementation of Graded Response Action Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Letter to Delhi Government dated November 7, 2017
Letter to Haryana Government dated November 7, 2017
Letter to Uttar Pradesh Government dated November 7, 2017
Letter to Rajasthan Government dated November 7, 2017
Letter to Haryana Government dated November 9, 2017
Letter to Uttar Pradesh Government dated November 9, 2017
Letter to Rajasthan Government dated November 9, 2017

